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Executive Summary
This technical report presents the research that was conducted by the
University of California, Berkeley and SAVE International to evaluate the
importance of Jiading Wetland for the survival of the Black-faced Spoonbill
(Platalea minor) and other wild birds in the East Asian Australasian Flyway,
to determine the impacts of Road 1-4 on these birds if it went through the
wetland, and to assess the adequacy of the EIA for Road 1-4. As the
research was being conducted, the evidence suggested that it was also
essential to consider the economic development potential for the Jiading
area and especially the costs and benefits to Jiading and Qilou Villages if the
entirety of the Jiading Wetland is preserved for wildbird habitat as well as
ecological and cultural tourism. This report answers the following questions:
1. Is Jiading Wetland essential for the survival of the Black-faced Spoonbill
and other birds?
2. What are the impacts of Road 1-4 on these birds and does the EIA for
Road 1-4 adequately address these impacts?
3. What are the economic development potentials for Jiading and Qilou if
the entirety of the wetland is protected from further road construction and
development?
Primary Conclusions
The research team reached consensus on the following points:
1. Jiading is a wetland of international importance. It qualifies as a Ramsar
site by multiple criteria, and explicitly because of the numbers of Blackfaced Spoonbills that now winter there. It is also important as a seasonal
site for migratory birds along the East Asian Australasian Flyway, and for an
unusual diversity of species specific to coastal and inland areas of Taiwan.
Jiading Wetland also qualifies for protection under Taiwan’s Wetland
Conservation Act. However the EIAs for Road 1-4 do not consider the
implications of meeting the requirements of this law. Can the road legally
be built? We argue that the wetland should be reclassified due to its species
diversity and presence of the Black-faced Spoonbill. If it were to be
reclassified to a Wetland of National Importance, Road 1-4 could not be
constructed through the wetland. The scientific team concludes that Jiading
Wetland is critical for the Black-faced Spoonbill to recover from its
extinction vortex and attain a sustainable population. For this reason alone,
Road 1-4 should not be built through the wetland.
2. The various EIAs for Road -4 are alarmingly flawed. The EIAs present a lot

of information in superficial form about the details of construction to justify
building Road 1-4 without presenting essential scientific evidence. The EIA
fails to consider the dramatic changes that have occurred in and around the
wetland since Road 1-4 was originally proposed – changes that obviate the
need for the road – namely harbor expansion that has been less than
successful, multiple land use plan updates that reduced the level of
allowable development in and around the wetland, resulting lower
expected traffic volumes as well as lack of evidence of traffic problems.
The EIAs also fail to consider the recent increase in the number of spoonbills
and wildbirds inhabiting the wetland. They do not use the best available
scientific evidence of conservation biology and field studies regarding the
spatial requirements for Black-faced Spoonbill habitat. The lack of this
evidence makes it impossible for the EIA committee to make a scientificallybased decision regarding the impact of the fragmentation of areas B1 and
B2 and the results of the island effects on the spoonbill populations.
Further, the EIAs rely on anecdotal observation that roads have no effect of
spoonbills that cannot be mitigated because spoonbills continue to use
Jiading Wetland after Roads 1-1 and 1-6 were built. This observation
confuses the known research about spoonbill scare distance when roosting
and foraging. In preferred habitat spoonbills seldom roost closer to roads,
people, or dogs than 200 meters and prefer 500-700 meters. When
foraging, the Black-faced Spoonbill are more alert and less vulnerable and
will tolerate closer scare distance, especially if there is an abundance of
food, and then only for a short time. Prime roosting habitats will be
rendered unusable if Road 1-4 is built. The EIA does not address this.
Further, the primary purpose of an EIA is to assess environmental impacts
not administrative issues. The present EIA attends to mostly administration
and construction issues not the intended purpose of an EIA. The EIA ranking
system appears to be calculated to conclude that the best alternative is
directly through Jiading Wetland, but even this ranking, without proper
weight for the negative impact on sustainable economic development
potential or the loss of habitat for an endangered species, concludes that
there is insignificant advantage to Road 1-4 being located through the
wetland. The EIAs are insufficient in demonstrating the need for a road do
not accurately analyze all potential environmental and economic impacts.
The bias of the current EIA towards constructing a road does not give a “nobuild” scenario equal weighting or assessment. For reasons of inadequacy
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alone, Road 1-4 should not be built through the wetland.

3. Based on field research conducted in 2013 and 2014 it is now known that
the Black-faced Spoonbill uses the entire site of Jiading Wetland and Yongan Wetland to the south. At Jiading this includes not only the area north of
Road 1-4 but also south of Road 1-1; areas defined as B5, A5, and A2.

These economic advantages depend on protecting Jiading Wetland from
further development. If Jiading hopes to capitalize on the growing
ecotourism industry in Taiwan, the community would be remiss in building
Road 1-4 through the Jiading Wetland.

Further, the entire site consisting of B1, B2, B3, B4, A3, A1, B5, A5, and A2 is
comparable in size to other best winter sites where Black-faced Spoonbills
use the entire site to roost and forage, making the conservation of the
entirety of Jiading Wetland, north and south of Road 1-1 essential for the
survival of a sustainable population of spoonbills and other wild birds. If
parts of the wetland are rendered unusable for spoonbill foraging and
roosting (either by dividing B1 and B2 into areas too small; developing B5,
A5, or A2 for recreation villas or other intensive use; or by failing to protect
habitat in Yong-an Wetland) the spoonbill will suffer, other bird populations
will be reduced, and unique ecotourism opportunities will be lost. For these
reasons Road 1-4 should not be built through Jiading Wetland. Further, the
wetland areas south of Road 1-1 (B5, A5, and A2) should be protected from
development. Anticipated development should be located in underused
areas at the harbor near Love Pier to take advantage of better water access
and to create a critical mass of economic activity at the harbor in order to
stimulate development that has yet to materialize.

For these reasons Road 1-4 should not be built through Jiading Wetland.
These economic advantages far outweigh any benefits of Road 1-4; further
the negative impacts of Road 1-4 undermine the benefit potential.

4. If Jiading Wetland is preserved in its entirety, this area has unique
regional advantages for creating a vigorous, sustainable economy of cultural
and ecotourism to supplement the existing fishing economy. These
advantages include Jiading’s easy access from both Tainan and Kaohsiung
for regional weekend getaways to natural attractions from the city; the best
access from the high speed train stop to get to prime Black-faced Spoonbill
habitat for Taipei visitors, international travelers, and bicyclists; and
unmatched local attractions including bird watching stations, a mangrove
trail, a weapon museum, the tomb of Ning Jin King, environmental
education at Wu Sha Lin salt office, the Yong-an salt workers village, a
seaside park, temple festivals, day and night markets, the puppet show, fish
market, old harbor port, the ship burning festival, among others.
Because of its adjacency, Qilou Village will likely be a primary economic
beneficiary of preserving the entirety of Jiading Wetland. Qilou Village is the
logical location for visitor-serving facilities including overnight
accommodation, guides for exclusive tours to Jiading Wetland, boat tours to
the harbor, mangrove forests, fishing trips, and the Yong-an Wetland area.
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1636 For a long time the Pingpu Tribe lived in this area, with
records dating back to literature written over 380 years ago. A
Dutch map created in 1625 shows fishermen settlements in
Jiading area. Note the larger lagoon and extensive, natural
wetlands. For hundreds, maybe thousands of years, people
relied on the natural environment of Jiading Wetland area
without dramatically changing the ecosystem.
1665 Saltpan was first introduced in Taiwan under Qing dynasty
of China.

1895 Japanese colonial period: 1895-1945. Map shows paddy
fields in the east of Jiading Wetland. Parts of Jiading appear to
be part of Jao-Kang Lagoon. Barrier islands have shifted.
1898 Saltpan was expanded by the colonial government. 1936
records indicate that some fish ponds were bought and
converted to saltpan.

Post-1949 Salt production continues until 1970s. Salt workers
continue to live in Wu Shu Lin, the salt worker village next to
Yong-an Wetland.
1971 Jhuhu Salt Pan stops production when Xingda Harbor is
established.
1977 Road 1-4 first appears on the national land use map for
Jiading District.
2007 Jiading Wetland designated a wetland of local
importance.
2011 Ministry of Interior approves establishment of Jiading
Wetland Nature Park.
2012 Road 1-1 opened as part of Xingda Harbor expansion.
Dredge spoils deposited in Jiading Wetland.

History of Jiading Wetland

2013 First EIA for Road 1-4. Wetland Conservation Act passed.
Black-faced Spoonbills first recorded in significant numbers in
Jiading and Yong-an Wetlands.
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Introduction
Jiading (Qieding) Wetland, located 11.5 km south of Tainan City and 40.8 km
north of Kaohsiung City, is surrounded by a port, a village, fish and dryland
farms. The wetland is also an important connective core habitat. The 171
hectare wetland is home to over a hundred species of birds including 5.5 %
of the global population and 9.5% of Taiwan’s population of the endangered
Black-faced Spoonbill (Platalea minor).
In recent years Taiwan has gained international recognition for its efforts to
protect and create new habitats for the spoonbill. As a result spoonbill
numbers are increasing, meaning that more protected habitat is
required. Jiading Wetland is one of the most recent sites that the Blackfaced Spoonbill inhabits in significant numbers. For this reason the wetland,
currently designated as a Taiwan Wetland of Local Importance, qualifies as a
wetland of international importance according to the 1971 Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands, which can be bestowed upon a site supporting at
least 1% of an endangered species.
For the above reasons Jiading Wetland should be protected, expanded, and
managed for habitat and ecological benefits. Yet it is the site of on-going
controversy. There was a fight when Road 1-1 was built through the
wetland. Even though there were few spoonbills at the time there were
many other waterfowl. Designating Jiading a wetland park in 2011 provoked
the anger of local land owners hoping to develop. The proposed Road 1-4,
on the books since the first official plan for the Jiading District of Kaohsiung
City in 1977, is the current battleground. At that time, portions of Jiading
Wetland were slated for development. Even though the development once
contemplated is no longer in the official plan and the current plan shows
Jiading Wetland as a wetland park, the plan continues to show Road 1-4
running through the wetland.
During the last election various politicians supported the construction of
Road 1-4, including Kaohsiung Mayor Chen. Critics of Road 1-4, however,
believe the road would damage the ecological health of the wetland,
diminish its value as habitat, and curtail Jiading’s potential to attract
environmentally-friendly tourism activity and related facilities. Further, the
assessment of the impacts of the road has been found inadequate. Road 1-4
has undergone two Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) one in
February 2013 and more recently in January 2014. Both EIAs briefly address
a “no-build” scenario, the proposed plan, and several alternatives. However,
the EIA does not ask the question of whether the road is necessary. The

EIAs also fail to adequately analyze the potential impacts on the wetland
and the Black-faced Spoonbill or potential benefits from either an
alternative route or not building the road at all. Additionally, whether Road
1-4 could ever be built as proposed is not clear given the recent passage of
the Taiwan Wetland Conservation Act.
Method of Study
The purpose of this report is to present the results of an investigation to
determine the significance of the Jiading Wetland in Taiwan’s wetland
system and the wetland’s importance to the survival of the Black-faced
Spoonbill, and to evaluate the adequacy of the EIA for Road 1-4. The report
also establishes the importance of the Yong-an Wetland (once part of the
same wetland that surrounded Jao-Kang Lagoon before it was altered to
build the Xingda Harbor) to a sustainable population of spoonbills and other
species. Finally the report proposes a local economic development strategy
to capitalize on the tourism potential of the wetland.
The study was conducted as a joint research effort between the University
of California, Berkeley, Department of Landscape Architecture and
Environmental Planning; and SAVE International (Spoonbill Action Voluntary
Echo). The research consisted of an extensive review of the environmental
impact assessment for Road 1-4, official plans for the Jiading District and the
region, case studies from elsewhere in the world where a road was
terminated to protect wildlife, research into the relative importance of
Jiading Wetland by international standards, on-site field research to
determine precise Black-face Spoonbill use of Jiading Wetland for roosting
and foraging; interviews and a workshop with local residents to catalogue
the potential for cultural and ecological tourism, an assessment of the
population and economic trends to determine causes for the continued
under-utilized harbor and possible solutions, and meetings with central
government officials to assess the effectiveness of national wetlands policy
in terms of conservation.
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Spatial Dimensions of Black-faced Spoonbill Habitat
The basic habitat requirements for the Black-faced Spoonbill are well
documented. Those most relevant to Jiading Wetland and Road 1-4 include:
scare distance and habitat fragmentation of winter habitat.
Black-faced Spoonbills have an unusually long scare distance especially
when roosting. Scare distance, often referred to in the scientific literature
as “flight initiation distance,” is the distance at which birds are disturbed by
a threat to their safety. The threat to the spoonbill typically is natural or
domestic predators. The birds are most often threatened by the presence
of people or dogs, movement, the flight of other birds, and sometimes
sudden noise. Any such disturbance threatens their security and causes
stress. The stress is most obviously indicated by flight from the threat.
Stress may also prevent roosting or foraging; continuous stress leads to ill
health and, in extreme cases, premature death and local extinction. When
resting and roosting, often during the day, Black-faced Spoonbills are
especially vulnerable to threats. The roosting scare distance at the prime
habitat sites has been documented in Taiwan to be rarely less than 400
meters and in some cases as much as 700 meters.

Wetland is slightly smaller but comparable in size to the sites Sihcao, Chigu,
and Budai wetlands. Even in these sites roads and urban development
delimit the habitat, fragmenting some areas into pieces too small to be used
by birds. This fragmentation creates “island effects” which causes birds to
go extinct if the areas are too small. This may happen in the B1 and B2 areas
of Jiading Wetlands if Road 1-4 is built as proposed.
The recently built Roads 1-1 and 1-6 have divided the Jiading Wetland into
smaller pieces and diminished its value as habitat. But the northern and
southern halves of the wetland are still large enough to attract birds. The
combination of island effects due to habitat loss and the loss of prime
roosting sites due to intrusion into the scare distance cannot be mitigated
with presently known techniques such as screening, berming, and buffering.
The loss of prime roosting sites and further fragmentation of Jiading
Wetland poses a serious threat to the Black-faced Spoonbill. To achieve a
sustainable population of spoonbills, the wintering habitat must be
expanded as the population of spoonbills grows. The loss of any part of
Jiading Wetland threatens the long-term survival of the bird.

Having adequate distance from threat is the most critical spatial
consideration in determining if habitat is adequate and therefore valuable
for the spoonbill. When this metric is applied to Jiading Wetland, and the
proposal to build Road 1-4 through the wetland, at least two prime roosting
sites will be impacted and likely rendered unsuitable for the spoonbill.
Black-faced Spoonbills appear to be less sensitive to the presence of people,
dogs, and other disturbances when foraging, especially if there is an
abundance of preferred prey available temporarily at a location, as in the
case with fish ponds when the water is drawn down for harvest, or when
waters in tidal or salt flats are less than 20 cm deep. People can sometimes
be present within 100 meters when the spoonbills are foraging in those
conditions. Whether the birds are severely stressed and tolerate the stress
when food supply is limited elsewhere is not well documented.

6

A second factor, which is of concern at Jiading Wetland, is habitat
fragmentation. The sites in Taiwan where the Black-faced Spoonbill
congregate in large numbers for roosting and foraging consist of expanses
of abandoned salt pans or other natural or modified flats, in prime habitat
areas of 200-300 hectares of contiguous, undisturbed habitat. Jiading

7

Having adequate distance from threat is the most critical spatial consideration in determining if habitat is adequate and
therefore valuable for the spoonbill. When this metric is applied to Jiading Wetland, and the proposal to build Road 1-4 through
the wetland, at least two prime roosting sites will be impacted and likely rendered unsuitable for the spoonbill.

Flight Initiation Distance
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Loss of habitat from fragmentation is a major cause of bird extinctions. This may happen in the B1 and B2 areas of Jiading
Wetlands if Road 1-4 is built as proposed. The recently built Roads 1-1 and 1-6 have divided the Jiading Wetland into smaller
pieces and diminished its value as habitat. But the northern and southern halves of the wetland are still large enough to attract
birds. The above map shows areas presently used by the Black-faced Spoonbill.
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Threat of Island Effects
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ᓸΚࣗԿ٬य़ดᡴคݤՉ৲܈१ǶߏԜа۳Ǵ

ၸλਔǴ৲ځύޑചᜪஒԖёૈྐ๊Ƕӵ݀ 2.5 ဦၰၡ

य़ดᡴ଼ޑநΨஒډڙቹៜǴࣗԿᏤठၸԐԝΫǴΏԿ

ࡪচीฝࡌǴ߾Ԝୢᚒஒёૈӧन⏍ᔸӦύ ޑC2  کC3

Ӧޑ܄εໆԝΫǶय़ดᡴ೯தӧқϺ৲Ǵ೭Ψࢂ
ځനܰુ࠶ډڙቹៜޑਔ໔ǶӧѠЬाޑय़ดᡴ

ୱวғǶ!
߈යᑫࡌֹԋ ޑ2.2 ဦၰၡ ک2.7 ၰၡςஒन⏍ᔸӦჄϩ

৲ӦύǴיຯᚆ൳Я֡ε ܭ511 ԯǴࣗԿӧԖ٤ݩΠ

ԋኧঁၨλޑୱǴफ़եΑन⏍ᔸӦޑғᄊሽॶǶฅԶᔸ

ၲ ډ811 ԯǶ!

ӦࠄޑчୁٿϝฅϩձᏱԖԖޑىय़ᑈ֎ЇചᜪճҔǶ

кޑىיຯᚆࢂղձӦࢂցӝय़ดᡴ৲നख़ा
ޜޑ໔చҹǴჹܭय़ดᡴԶځقཀကΨനࣁख़εǶӧԜ

Ӧय़ᑈޑཞѨǴаϷӧיຯᚆጄൎϣޑπำࡌஒᏤ
ठېਏᔈǴԶԖςޑޕٛៈࡼǴӵΓπࡀምکፂ

ྗΠǴऩ 2.5 ဦၰၡऀၸन⏍ᔸӦǴ߾ԿϿԖࡽঁٿԖ

Ǵ٠όૈԖਏှېਏᔈǶन⏍ᔸӦӦޑѨϷ

ޑ৲)spptujoh*ᗺஒډڙၰၡޑቹៜǴ٠ཱུԖёૈคݤ

ޑઇ࿗ϯஒჹय़ดᡴޑғӸٰᝄࡷޑᏯǶࣁ

ӆගٮय़ดᡴբࣁ৲ӦǶ!
य़ดᡴ१ਔǴځჹܭΓǵځ܈ކдυᘋ߾ᡉளၨό

Α٬य़ดᡴޑဂளаុۯǴࡋоӦޑय़ᑈΨԖѸा
ᒿय़ดᡴဂኧໆޑቚуԶᘉǶन⏍ᔸӦჹܭय़ด

௵གǴձࢂ१ӦᗺӸӧᙦޑ१ނਔǶٯӵǴങ

ᡴဂߏޑයғӸวԖόё܈લޑख़ाբҔǶ!
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Wetland Ecology
Different reports and official websites state that Jiading Wetland currently
supports between 120 and 150 different species of birds throughout the
year including:
• Endangered species: Black-faced Spoonbill, Oriental White Stork,
Peregrine Falcon
• Rare and valuable species: Little Tern, Chinese Egret, Grey Frog Hawk,
Grey-faced Buzzard-Eagle, Osprey, Besra Sparrow Hawk, Crested Serpent
Eagle
• Other species needing protection and conservation: Brown Shrike, Eastern
Collared Pratincole
• An unusually large population of Kentish Plovers (3,000 have been
recorded)
The Black-faced Spoonbill is a globally endangered bird and one of Taiwan’s
national treasures. Jiading Wetland is now a major habitat for Black-faced
Spoonbills – over 90% of Kaohsiung County’s spoonbill population winters in
the wetland. The numbers have grown quickly in the past few years: peak
counts have been 2011: 43, 2012: 56, 2013: 154, 2014: 189 (February peak;
the official International Black-faced Spoonbill Census recorded 157).
The Black-faced Spoonbill will typically forage 9-14 km from a roosting site.
It is known that the birds move regularly between the Jiading and Yong-an
Wetlands. Both of these wetlands act as a single unit because birds will
travel between the two sites to forage, roost, or flee from disturbance
(verified by field research in 2014).
Additionally, the two wetlands create connective core habitat, or a central
bridge between roosting and foraging areas north and south. They link to
the north: Sihcao wetland – 21 km away and to the south: Yuanfugang
wetland -21 km away. This core is an integral component in creating a
cohesive ecological corridor along the western coast of Taiwan. If either of
the wetlands is significantly altered, the habitat value may be decreased,
thus separating the northern and southern wetland regions. If they become
undesirable or inhospitable for species, the function of the larger corridor
could be put in jeopardy.
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The Black-faced Spoonbill will typically forage 9-14 km from a roosting site. It is known that the birds move regularly between
the Jiading and Yong-an Wetlands. Both of these wetlands act as a single unit because birds will travel between the two sites to
forage, roost, or flee from disturbance. Protecting both of these wetlands from further development is essential to the long-term
survival of a sustainable population of spoonbills. Additionally, many other birds use both sites daily or seasonally.

Jiading and Yong-an Wetlands as One Ecological System
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㙎濣㺓◮䏝〉

ନԜаѦǴ೭ঁٿᔸӦΨࢂᡏӦᆛ๎ύޑख़ाᗺǴתᄽ

όӕޑൔ۔کБᆛၡၗૻࡰрǴҞन⏍ᔸӦϣӄԃीԖ

ᔸӦکаࠄ 32 ϦٚѦޑජύෝᔸӦǶन⏍ᔸӦȐϷ҉ӼᔸӦȑ

231 Կ 261 ᅿόӕޑചᜪрǶځύхࡴǺ!

ࢂѠՋੇ۞ғᄊ൴ၰύᆙஏԶόё܈લޑᕉǶӵ݀न⏍ᔸ

㰢ೱௗࠄчӦޑख़ाفՅǶځೱௗΑач 32 ϦٚѦޑѤ

Ӧ҉کӼᔸӦҺᕉნวғܴᡉׯޑᡂǴ߾εЁࡋᔸӦޑғᄊ
ᛆӒނᅿǺय़ดᡴǵܿБқᢡǵၯὪǶ!
ࣔีނᅿǺλᐪᠩǵঞқᡴǵهဎᡳǵԪय़ㆥᡳǵങᡳǵ݊ഒ

݀೭٤ᔸӦค֎ݤЇӚᜪނᅿǴٗሶ׳εЁࡋޑғᄊ൴ၰф

ᡳǵε߷㖣Ƕ!

ૈΨஒډڙཞ্Ƕ!

ᔈϒߥނػᅿǺआ׀դമǵᐪ咀Ƕ!
ኧໆӭܿޑБᕉᓍ咀!Ȑᒵኧໆຬၸ 4111 ଫȑ!
य़ดᡴόࢂ୯ሞભޑᛆӒނᅿǴΨࢂѠࣔޑᝊǶन⏍ᔸ
ӦҞςឦӄౚय़ดᡴޑЬा৲ӦϐǴଯѱϣຬၸ
:1ʘޑय़ดᡴӧन⏍ᔸӦࡋоǶन⏍ᔸӦύय़ดᡴޑኧໆ
ӧၸѐ൳ԃύזೲቚуǶ3122 ԃޑനεኧໆࣁ 54 ଫǵ3123 ԃ
ޑനεኧໆࣁ 67 ଫǵ3124 ԃޑനεኧໆࣁ 265 ଫǵ3125 ԃޑ
നεኧໆࣁ 29: ଫȐ၀ԃǴӄౚय़ดᡴӕද۔ޑБኧӷ
ࣁ 268 ଫȑǶ!
य़ดᡴ೯தӧຯځ৲Ӧ :.25 Ϧٚޑъ৩ጄൎϣ१Ƕ
ςޕय़ดᡴӧन⏍ᔸӦ҉کӼᔸӦϐ໔ᓎᕷٰ۳Ǵӧٿ
ঁᔸӦύ१Ϸ৲Ǵ٠ӧډڙυᘋਔவঁᔸӦ०۳ќঁ
ᔸӦǶӢԜǴ೭ঁٿᔸӦ֡ࢂय़ดᡴғӸޑख़ाӦǶԜ
ᢀᗺςӧ 3125 ԃޑҖഁፓύளډዴᇡǶ!
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ሽॶஒεѺשԌǴ٠٬ځՍೱࠄᜐکчᜐޑᔸӦᘐ໒ٰǶӵ

Wetland Classification and Law
According to Taiwan’s Construction and Planning Agency, 82 wetlands have
been recognized as important “according to Ramsar standards”. Twelve of
these wetlands are in Kaohsiung County including Jiading and Yong-an
Wetlands.
Kaohsiung Wetlands of National Importance
Jhouzai
9.1 ha
Nanzihsiian River
274.22 ha
Daguei Lake
19.1 ha
Kaohsiung Wetlands of Regional Importance
Yong-an Salt Pan
131 ha
Jiading
171 ha
National Kaohsiung University
5 ha
Yuanjhong Harbor
29.41 ha
Banping Lake
12 ha
Niaosong
4 ha
Dashu Manmade (Old Railroad Bridge)
177 ha
Fongshan Reservoir
118 ha
Linyuan Manmade
50 ha
Both Jiading and Yong-an are designated Wetlands of Regional Importance.
These designations were made six years prior to passage of the Wetland
Conservation Act, and prior to the significant numbers of Black-faced
Spoonbills now using the wetlands. As discussed elsewhere in this report,
Jiading Wetland is the winter home to 5.5% of the global population and
9.5% of Taiwan’s population of the endangered Black-faced Spoonbill. The
biodiversity and ecological function that this site currently displays is
evidence to support the reclassification of the wetland from local
importance to national or international importance under the International
Ramsar Convention on Wetlands, which states that any site supporting
more than 1% of the population of an endangered species is considered a
“wetland of international importance”.
Jiading and Yong-an Wetlands should be reclassified as a wetland of
national importance, at a minimum which would give the wetland more
protection under the newly passed but Wetland Conservation Act. A careful
evaluation of the Jiading and Yong-an Wetlands might conclude that they
qualify to become additions to the Tiajiang National Park and/or Southwest
Coast National Scenic Area.

The focus of this report is on the Jiading Wetland because of the current
politics and timing of proposed Road 1-4. The Wetland Conservation Act
was passed last fall but is not yet in force. And when the Road 1-4 EIA will
receive its final review is unclear. Once the Wetlands Conservation Act takes
effect, its stipulations that are stricter will have higher authority than other
laws, for example those governing the EIA process as well as local urban
plans. As stated in Article 2 of the Wetland Conservation Act, “Relevant
matters concerning the planning, conservation, restoration, utilization
operation and management of wetland shall be in accordance with the
stipulations set by the law. If there are stricter stipulations by other laws,
such stipulations are to be followed”. More to the point, the act would
prohibit Road 1-4 from being built through Jiading Wetland if it were
reclassified. As stated in Article 16, “Wetlands of International and National
Importance, except under special circumstances as described in
subparagraph III to subparagraph V in the preceding paragraph, may not be
developed or built.”
There are several key administrative tasks that would need to be taken for
Jiading Wetland to achieve further protection. It could be formally
reclassified prior to the final EIA review for Road 1-4. The wetland would
need a Conservation and Utilization Plan to ensure wise use of the resource.
Again, the timing is tricky, but the intentions seem clear. A March 2014
press release issued by Kaohsiung City’s Construction Office states,
“Wetland is important, but we can’t give up everything just for
conservation”. Yet realizing that wetlands are essential for a sustainable
economy, Kaohsiung City pursued the spirit of the Ramsar Convention by
creating 900 hectares of wetlands over the past decade. For Jiading
Wetland not to be given the highest wetland classification possible is policy
doublespeak. Despite not being a member of the Ramsar Convention at this
time, Taiwan, in its recent wetlands conservation efforts, has relied on
Ramsar principles and criteria to guide its work. Taiwan’s Wetland
Conservation Act in no small way is informed by Ramsar. In its own
documents, Kaohsiung City’s Wetland Ecological Corridor was planned “in
accordance with the spirit of the Ramsar Convention”. Conservation must
preside.
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ҁکٚᅉࢫԣᔸӦ!
ᡶНෝᔸӦ!

㙎濣㺓◮朜⊈䖶撚㮓塍

3/54!Ϧഘ
5!Ϧഘ

न⏍ᔸӦ҉کӼᔸӦӕឦܭӦБભख़ाᔸӦǶԜϩભӧ
ѠϣࡹᔼࡌୖԵȠۅᙓ୯ሞᔸӦϦऊȡϐྗǴ

ȠᔸӦߥݤػȡ೯ၸϤԃջςჄǶਔǴय़ดᡴۘ

ࡰۓΑ 93 ೀख़ाᔸӦǶӧଯѱጄൎϣǴӅԖ 23 ঁख़ा

҂εໆрӧаঁٿᔸӦύǶ҅ӵҁൔЎ܌ॊǴन

ᔸӦǴځύхࡴन⏍ᔸӦ҉کӼᔸӦǶ!

⏍ᔸӦࢂӄౚ 6/6ʘǵӄѠ :/6ʘޑय़ดᡴࡋо܌ǶԶ

୯ৎભख़ाᔸӦ!
ࢪвᔸӦ!
ཱིఌиྛᔸӦ!
εଲ෫ᔸӦ!
ӦБભख़ाᔸӦ!
҉ӼᔸӦ!
न⏍ᔸӦ!
ଯεᏢᔸӦ!
ජύෝᔸӦ!
ъࡀ෫ᔸӦ!
ച݊ᔸӦ!
εᐋΓπᔸӦ!
ስξНᔸӦ!
݅༜ΓπᔸӦ!
ځдᔸӦȐ҂ӈΕаᡏسȑ!
݅༜ੇࢩᔸӦϦ༜!
⺺в୶ᔸӦϦ༜!
ଯऍೌᓔ)ϣோ୶*ᔸӦ!
ང!ݞ
ύᔸӦϦ༜!
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ԜᔸӦ܌ϐނᅿӭኬک܄ғᄊфૈى٬न⏍ᔸӦҗӦ
:/2!Ϧഘ
385/33!Ϧഘ
2:/2!Ϧഘ
242!Ϧഘ
282!Ϧഘ
6!Ϧഘ
3:/52!Ϧഘ
23!Ϧഘ
5!Ϧഘ
288!Ϧഘ
229!Ϧഘ
61!Ϧഘ
7/3!Ϧഘ
4/86!Ϧഘ
4!Ϧഘ
8-526!ѳБϦЁ
23/7!Ϧഘ

Бભϲભࣁ୯ৎભख़ाᔸӦǶගϲჄቫભޑख़ा٩Ᏽ҅
ࢂȠۅᙓ୯ሞᔸӦϦऊȡǴӢࡰځр৲Ԗຬၸࢌᛆ
Ӓނᅿဂኧໆ 2ʘޑ৲Ӧջᔈᇡࣁۓ୯ሞख़ाᔸ
ӦǶԶҞन⏍ᔸӦ҅಄ӝԜྗǶ!
न⏍ᔸӦ҉کӼᔸӦᔈჄࣁ୯ৎભख़ाᔸӦǶӧԜ୷
ᘵǴཥ೯ၸޑȠᔸӦߥݤػȡᔈଞჹаঁٿᔸӦϒа
׳ӄय़ػߥޑǶၸჹаঁٿᔸӦޑ၁ಒϩёளрǴ
न⏍ᔸӦ҉کӼᔸӦ܈ᔈёયΕѠԢ୯ৎϦ༜ࢂ܈ࠄ
ᔭੇ୯ৎ॥ඳᆅᗄǶ!
ԵໆҞଯѱࡹ۬ीฝࡌ 2.5 ဦၰၡݯࡹޑ༈ᆶਔ
໔ᗺǴҁൔΏᆫขܭन⏍ᔸӦǶȠᔸӦߥݤػȡӧ 3124
ԃ೯ၸǴՠۘ҂ࡼՉǴԶჹ ܭ2.5 ဦၰၡՉനಖ،ޑ
ਔ໔Ψۘ҂ዴۓǶȠᔸӦߥݤػȡಃΒచೕۓǺȸᔸӦϐ

ೕჄǵߥػǵൺػǵճҔǵᔼᆅ࣬ᜢ٣୍Ǵ٩ҁݤϐ

Ѡۘ҂уΕȠۅᙓ୯ሞᔸӦϦऊȡǴՠѠςࡪ

ೕۓǹځдࡓݤԖၨᝄϐೕޣۓǴவځೕۓǶȹӢԜǴ

ྣ၀Ϧऊک߾ྗޑᆒઓ໒ΑسӈػߥޑπբǶԶȠᔸ

ѿȠᔸӦߥݤػȡ໒ۈჴࡼǴࡓݤځਏΚஒଯځܭдݤ

ӦߥݤػȡӧࡐεޑำࡋΨۅډڙᙓϦऊޑቹៜǶӧ

ೕǴٯӵҞޑᕉნቹៜຑکӦБޑѱीฝࣣᔈ٩ݤ

ଯѱ۔ޑБЎҹύǴଯѱᔸӦғᄊ൴ၰྣࡪࢂ׳Ƞ

ፓϐǶΞȠᔸӦߥݤػȡಃΜϤచೕۓǺȸ୯ሞભǵ୯

ۅᙓ୯ሞᔸӦϦऊȡޑᆒઓՉೕჄޑǶᆕ܌ॊǴᕉნ

ৎભख़ाᔸӦǴନಃΟීԿಃϖීϐѦǴόள໒

ߥػᔈᓬӃܭхࡴᔮวӧϣޑӚ٣୍Ƕ!

วࡌ܈ᑐȹǶӢԜǴऩन⏍ᔸӦϐϩભளаගϲǴ߾ 2.5
ဦၰၡஒคऀݤၸन⏍ᔸӦǶ!
ाػߥन⏍ᔸӦᗋሡाଛӭख़ाޑՉࡹࡼǶ
ٯӵӧ 2.5 ဦၰၡᕉნቹៜຑՉջஒन⏍ᔸӦख़ཥ
ࡰ׳ࣁۓଯቫભޑᔸӦǶन⏍ᔸӦΨߛሡߥػϷճҔीฝǴ
аዴߥ࣬ᜢၗྍϐܴඵճҔǶ!
ܭԜӆԛமፓǴჹܭन⏍ᔸӦػߥޑԶقǴҞޑਔᐒࢂ
ᜢᗖޑǴҞࢂܴዴޑǶ3125 ԃ 4 ДǴଯѱࡹ۬π୍ֽ
ଞჹन⏍ 2.5 ဦၰၡ໒៘πำ܌วѲϐཥᆪዺࡰрǴȸྒྷ
Ӧࡐख़ाǴՠόࢂࣁΑғᄊߥػǴϙሶܿՋόૈ࿘Ƕȹ
ӧၸѐΜԃύǴଯѱࡹ۬ӢᡏᇡᔸӦჹុ҉ܭวޑख़
ा܄Ǵ܍ޚȠۅᙓ୯ሞᔸӦϦऊȡޑᆒઓǴςࡌǵൺ
ػΑ :11 ϦഘޑᔸӦǶ٩ԜᡄᒠǴऩόஒन⏍ᔸӦჄࣁ
ၨଯቫભޑᔸӦǴ߾คᅪࢂᅿԾ࣬ҟ࣯ޑբࣁǶᏃᆅҞ
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Literature Review
In order to evaluate the EIA for Road 1-4, the SAVE-UC Berkeley research
team conducted background research on potential negative economic and
environmental impacts of constructing the road, verified site conditions
through field study, and researched analogous case studies. These methods
provided evidence of potential impacts and revealed issues requiring
further study.

Effects during construction
Direct loss of habitat and biota.
Effects resulting from infrastructure and supporting activities for construction.
Impacts may occur beyond immediate vicinity of road: for example changes in
hydrology. Mining for road aggregate may take place in different area. It is
important to agree on geographical boundary for impact assessment.
Short term effects (new road)
New linear surface creates new microclimate and change in other physical
conditions extends varying distance from the road edge.
Newly created edge creates habitat for edge species.
Plant mortality increases along edge: and such mortalities may extend from
road edge for varying distances.
Mortality of plants has direct and secondary effect on other organisms.
Some fauna will move from area of road as result of habitat loss and physical
disturbance.
Animals are killed by traffic.
Long term effects
Animals continue to be killed by traffic.
Road kills have secondary effects as carrion.
Loss of habitat and change in habitat extends beyond edge of road.
Changes in biological communities may extend for varying distances from road
edge.
There is fragmentation of habitat and this in turn has implications for habitat
damage and loss, for dispersal and vagility of organisms, and for isolation of
populations.
Edge habitat (or ecotone) and traffic on road may facilitate dispersal for some
taxa, including pest species.
Dispersal of pest species via ecotones or traffic may have secondary effect
biological communities.
Associated structures such as bridges and tunnels may provide habitats for
some taxa.
Run-off from road affects aquatic communities.
Emissions, liter, noise, and other physical disturbances may extend into
roadside vegetation for varying distances and result in changes in species
composition.
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Factors most critical
at Jiading Wetland
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

Road Impact Research
A review of the scientific literature on this issue indicates that the impacts
of roads on the wetland and in particular birdlife are considerably. The table
below summarizes the known effects during construction and after a road is
built, both in the short and long term.
Roads and Wildlife Impacts Cases
To assess best practices used in environmental impact assessments where
endangered species habitat is in proximity to a proposed road, the team
researched several case studies that were comparable to the issues related
to constructing Road 1-4 through the Jiading Wetland and the impact on
the endangered Black-faced Spoonbill. These case studies exposed the
shortcomings of the EIA for the road, specifically serious omissions in the
document and important questions that have yet to be answered.
San Antonio, Texas; U.S.A.: The Bracken Bat Cave meshweaver (Cicurina
venii) was found during construction of a highway underpass project on
Texas 151 at Loop 1604. Discovery of the spider halted the project in April
2012, which had been previously approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and Federal Highway Administration. Road construction is expected
to be permanently stopped because the area is thought to be full of
underground caves that likely support the endangered spider and other
species. Even though nearly 80,000 vehicles use the highway daily, the
threat to the spider and the ecosystem were reason enough to halt
construction. Road 1-4 would not serve nearly as many motorists as the San
Antonio case. However it threatens an endangered species, the Black-faced
Spoonbill, which only in the last few years have started to use the Jiading
Wetland in substantial numbers. Best practices require that in an EIA
review the possibility of a negative impact on an endangered species
should prevent even major highways from construction. Best practices
also require that an EIA thought to be adequate at one time can later be
ruled as insufficient at a later date, and in such a case, the project as a
whole may need to be reconsidered or stopped altogether.
Charlotte, North Carolina, U.S.A.: In 2011 the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
stopped the construction of US 601, a $700 million highway project,
believing the Environmental Impact Study’s (EIS) declaration that water
quality would be virtually unaffected was insufficiently researched. A Site
Specific Water Quality Management Plan for the Goose Creek Watershed
was required as were additional studies of new alternatives that could 13

minimize impacts on the watershed in order to save the Carolina
heelsplitter (Lasmigona decorata), a freshwater mussel.
Similar to the Jiading Wetland, US 601 would have both direct and indirect
effects on the local ecosystem. Both Road 1-4 EIAs only analyze the direct
impacts of the road on the wetland, not indirect impacts that could
potentially harm the Black-faced Spoonbill and other bird populations. Best
practices require an analysis of direct and indirect impacts on an
endangered species which has not been done for Road 1-4.

Des Moines, Iowa; U.S.A.: After the discovery of the endangered Indiana
bat (Myotis sodalis) near a proposed I-80 interchange, construction was
delayed to determine if the bats’ habitat could be relocated. The Kaohsiung
government could face similar costly delays due to legal action based on
the presence of the Black-faced Spoonbill if it were to move forward with
plans to construct Road 1-4 through the Jiading Wetland.

Salt Lake City, Utah; U.S.A.: In its comments on the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS) for the West Davis Corridor Freeway, the northern
extension of the Legacy Parkway in Utah, the U.S. Department of Interior’s
(DOI) questioned whether or not the DEIS assessed enough alternatives.
Both road scenarios evaluated would cut through the same corridor which
is used by migratory birds, some endangered and threatened species. DOI
believed that alternatives existed that would spare the Great Salt Lake’s
critical ecosystems. Best practices require choosing a project alternative
that avoids the habitat of the endangered species if such an alternative
exists.
Bolivia: A conflict began in 2011 over the proposal for a highway, part of
which would cut through Bolivia’s Isiboro Sécure National Park and
Indigenous Territory (TIPNIS). While possibly improving Bolivia’s poor
highway infrastructure, opposition to the highway contended it could
contaminate rivers needed for local fishing industries and open rainforest
lands to illegal logging and settlements. The primary beneficiaries appear to
be soy farmers and petrochemical companies who want access to the
rainforest.
The area in question is home to 11 endangered species. In 2012 President
Evo Morales intervened and put the project on hold. Similar to Road 1-4
there is local support for the project. However in this case, the extreme
ecological importance of the habitat for endangered species is a higher
priority than local government support, so national intervention was
justified. When an endangered species is at risk in a locally-supported
project, best practices depend upon central government intervention to
protect the endangered species.

14
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ำΨஒႽቺఘӢ J.91 ϦၡҬࢬၰπำٗኬۯᒨǶ!

EIAs for Road 1-4
EIAs for Road 1-4 were conducted in 2013 and 2014 to examine the impacts
of the proposed road against alternative routes. The first EIA analyzed Road
1-4 and three different “build” alternatives using the following criteria:
transportation, function, safety, travel time, impact on wetland, related
administrative process, and construction feasibility. Each alternative was
scored using a single score, equal weighting scale from 1 to 5 to determine
which alternative should be pursued. The 2014 EIA evaluated a fourth
alternative. And the evaluation process was different. It used the same
criteria for evaluation, with the exception of “related administrative
process” which was replaced with “land and economic development”. The
evaluation and weighting process was changed – weights were assigned for
each criterion ranging from 1 to 13, then a score between 1 and 5 was
assigned based on each criterion for each alternative.
The scoring and analyses for both EIAs are summarized below.
1. Transportation Function, Safety, and Travel Time: Criteria include items
such as length of road, travel time in seconds, and safety based on number
of turns or curves in the road. Travel time estimates were slightly adjusted
in the 2014 EIA. Zoning for Alternative #2 was given specificity, although
this seems like it should have been addressed under the “Related
Administrative Process/Land and Economic Development” criteria.

.

2. Impact on Wetland: Criteria analyze how much area the road would
remove from the wetland and how this would affect vegetation and habitat.
This portion of the analysis is nearly identical between the 2013 and 2014
EIAs.

15
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3. Related Administrative Process (2013)/Land and Economy Development
(2014): This category changed between the 2013 and 2014 EIAs, but covers
whether or not private land needs to be purchased or if planning or land
use zoning needs to be changed. The 2014 EIA discusses how Road 1-4
would or would not stimulate development however it does not go into
detail as to what the development benefits would be.

22

4. Construction Feasibility: In 2014 this criteria assessed project costs and
level of construction difficulty. While both weighting systems yield very
similar results, the 2014 EIA goes into more depth regarding anticipated
construction difficulty. It also indicates that Alternative #1 would require a
drainage solution, which was not mentioned in the 2013 EIA.

16

5. Scoring: In both the 2013 and 2014 EIAs, the Proposed Plan received the
highest score, with Alternatives #2 and #3 ranked second in the 2013 EIA
and Alternative #4 ranked second in 2014. It is important to point out that
despite the Proposed Plan having the worst environmental impact it still
received the best overall score in both EIAs. This seems impossible if best
practices of environmental assessment were followed because under best
practices the environmental impact would have been the highest weight.
It is also important to note that while a “no-build” alternative is discussed in
both EIAs, it was never analyzed alongside the “build” alternatives. The
extent of the “no build” discussion asserts that if Road 1-4 was not
developed, existing roads would not be able to accommodate growth (local
and visitor population combined), concentrating vehicular traffic on Renai
Road. It would also reduce convenience for Qilou neighborhood residents
who mainly rely on Qilou Road, which would be expected to worsen as
tourism activity grew, and would limit the physical and economic
development potential of Qilou. The SAVE-UC Berkeley research team was
unable to find concrete evidence of these claims, and did find research that
some of the claims were untrue. Qilou Village would most likely benefit
considerably with additional tourism, particularly if visitor parking and other
tourist facilities were strategically sited.

In studying the evaluation of the alternatives considered in the EIA, the
research team concluded that a 5th alternative should be considered. It
utilizes public land that would be swapped with private land owners to
create a more direct and safer route that also make the private land more
valuable (see next page). Such alternatives would normally be part of a best
practices EIA.

17
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Even with a flawed weighting system, Alternative 1 does not score significantly better than other alternatives. If a proper
weighting system, acceptable as best practices in international environmental assessment, is used, Alternative 1 scores the
worst. “No build” scores best; Alternatives 3, 4, and 5 score much better than Alternative 1.
24

Alternative Locations for Road 1-4
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ҬௗǴࢤၡߏऊ :58 ϦЁǶ! ངၡࢤǴѰᙯᅅၡࡕǴӆ ဦၰၡчᆄǶࢤߏࡋऊ 2-846
ሒௗচ 2.5 ဦၰၡǶࢤߏࡋ ϦЁǶ!
ऊ 2-785 ϦЁǶ!
2/ޔጕࠄчӛǴԖշקܭှҬ 2/ᆶЬीฝࠄǵчୁሒௗα 2/ᆶЬीฝчୁሒௗαኬǴ
೯ໆεϐϘངၡᆶѠ 28 ጕǶ!
ኬǴჹܭၰၡၡ৩ԶقԖշ ܭЪࣁཥၰၡǴԖշקܭှ
3/ޔጕᆶಶӀၡೱௗǴҬ೯Ӽ קှϘངၡᆶѠ 28 ጕҬ೯Ƕ!
ϩϘངၡᆶѠ 28 ጕҬ೯ໆǶ!
ӄ܄ന٫Ƕ!
3/ җ ಶ Ӏ ၡ  ݮन ⏍ ᔸ Ӧ Ѧ ᙅ 3/ᆶಶӀၡҬௗၡαሡفޔᙯ
4/ၰၡߏࡋനอǴਓՉਔ໔ऊ ՉǴᕴीሡ 5 ঁفޔᙯǴ ǴЪՉᄳኴ܌ឦၡࢤۘ
ࣁ :1 ࣾǶ!
ЪϩၰၡࡌܭНय़Ǵၰ ೕჄᗉǴၰၡӼӄ܄ό٫Ƕ!
ၡӼӄ܄നեǶ!
4/җܭၰၡߏࡋऊࣁЬБਢ 3
4/ ၰ ၡ ߏ ࡋ ऊ ࣁ Ь Б ਢ 3 ७ ७ߏǴਓՉਔ໔ऊࣁ 28: ࣾǶ!
ߏǴЪӢၰၡᙯӭԶफ़եਔ
ೲǴਓՉਔ໔ऊࣁ 313 ࣾǶ!

ඹжБਢΟ!
ᘉࡌϣၡߏ 596 ϦЁǴځᎩ
834 ϦЁݮҔচԖϘངၡࢤԶ
όሡᑫࡌǶҁࢤඹжၰၡߏࡋ
ऊ 2-319 ϦЁǶ!
2/ݮҔࡽԖၰၡǴ٠คሒௗԿ
ႣۓၡαǴ൩ݩԶقᜤаק
ှϘངၡᆶѠ 28 ጕҬ೯ໆǶ!
3/җಶӀၡᙯԿϣၡࣁفޔ
ᙯǴЪځಖᗺݮϘངၡ௹ف
ᆶѠ 28 ጕҬௗǴҗܭѠ 28 ጕ
Ҭ೯ᓎᕷǴځሒௗБԄ৮Ԗ
ԋҬ೯ཀѦϐဤǴҬ೯Ӽӄ܄
եǶ!
4/җܭၰၡଆᗺᆶಖᗺ֡ᆶЬ
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БਢόӕǴऩሒௗЬБਢࠄ
ᆄǴਓՉਔ໔ऊࣁ 285 ࣾǶ!
!
!
3125 ԃ!
ඹжБਢ!
ඹжБਢΒ!
ݮᔸӦՋୁڬᜐࡼբǴ ݮᔸӦܿୁࡼբǴۘԖ
ϝԖշקܭှϘངၡᆶ շקܭှϩϘངၡᆶ
Ѡ 28 ጕҬ೯ໆǶ!
! Ѡ 28 ጕҬ೯ໆǶ!
ݮᔸӦՋୁڬᜐࡼբǴ ݮᔸӦܿୁࡼբǴۘԖ
ϝԖշקܭှϘངၡᆶ շקܭှϩϘངၡᆶ
Ѡ 28 ጕҬ೯ໆǶ!
Ѡ 28 ጕҬ೯ໆǶ!

ӚҞಒ!
ЬБਢ!
ඹжБਢΟ!
ඹжБਢѤ!
!
ޔጕ໒៘ԖշܭՍೱ
ᘉࡌϣၡ٠ஒًࢬ ᘉ ࡌ ϣ  Ϸ  ᅅ
ᆶࡌᄬֹၰၡس
ᏤЇԿϘངၡǴᜤа ၡǴёקှϩϘ
٠ỜှϘངၡॄǶ!
קှϘངၡҬ೯ໆǶ! ངၡҬ೯Ƕ!
קှӦҬ
ޔጕ໒៘ԖշܭՍೱ
ᘉࡌϣၡ٠ஒًࢬ ᘉ ࡌ ϣ  Ϸ  ᅅ
೯ໆϷࡌҥ
ᆶࡌᄬֹၰၡس
ᏤЇԿϘངၡǴᜤа ၡǴёקှϩϘ
ୱֹ๓Ҭ
٠ỜှϘངၡॄǶ!
קှϘངၡҬ೯ໆǶ! ངၡҬ೯Ƕ!
೯ᆛ!
ीฝၰၡҬ
ೱௗಶӀၡࠄࢤǴ ޔሡ 5 ঁفޔᙯǴЪ ݮन⏍ᔸӦܿୁᙅՉǴ ՉЎϯђᙬᡶҖᄳ ሡ  3 ঁ  ف ޔᙯ
೯Ӽӄ!܄
ጕѺ೯ࠄчӛǴၰၡ ϩၰၡࡌܭᔸӦН ၰၡᙯשӭǶ!
ኴǴሡीᗉϷ෧ ǴځಖᗺࣁϘང
ၡ৩คᙯשӼӄ܄ଯ! ୱǶ!
ೲࡼǶ!
ၡ ᆶ Ѡ 28 ጕ ၡ
αǶ!
ीฝၰၡҞ
ၰၡߏࡋऊ :58 ϦЁ! ਓՉ ਔ ໔ന อǴ ऊ :1 ၰၡߏࡋऊ 2-785 ϦЁ! ਓՉਔ໔ऊࣁ 261 ࣾ! ၰၡߏࡋ 2-873 Ϧ
ޑϷਓՉਔ
ࣾ!
ЁǶ!
໔!
!
!
!

3/ ჹᔸӦޑቹៜጄൎǺຑྗϩΑၰၡჹᔸӦޑቹៜ
य़ᑈǴаϷၰၡჹک৲ӦޑቹៜำࡋǶ೭ϩޑ
ϩӧ 3124 ԃ ک3125 ԃޑᕉნቹៜᇥܴਜύ൳Я࣬ӕǶ!
!
!
!
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!

3124 ԃ!
ЬБਢ!
2/ ၰ ၡ ໒ ៘ ෧ Ͽ ᔸ Ӧ
य़ᑈऊ 25-316 ѳБϦ
ЁǶ!
3/ ၰ ၡ ໒ ៘  ܭಶ Ӏ ၡ
ᐏኺၡࢤǴቹៜϩ
आᐋ݅ጄൎǶ!
4/ Ӣ Չ  ᔸ Ӧ ጄ ൎ Ǵ
ჹܭചᜪ৲Ԗቹ
ៜǶ!

ඹжБਢ!
2/ၰၡ໒៘՞ҔᔸӦय़ᑈऊ 26-165
ѳБϦЁǶ!
3/ၰၡ໒៘ቹៜआᐋ݅ጄൎऊ :45
ϦЁǴ՞Бਢၰၡߏऊ 67&Ƕ!
4/ၰၡࡼπԖ 76: ϦЁၡࢤሡՉ
ᒳ݈ኯѺϷНࡼπǴᝄख़ቹៜ
ᔸӦϣНୱചᜪࢲǶ!

ඹжБਢΒ!
ඹжБਢΟ!
2/ၰၡ໒៘՞ҔᔸӦय़ᑈऊ 37-136 ၰၡόՉᔸӦǴჹܭᔸӦጄൎቹ
ѳБϦЁǶ!
ៜനλǶ!
3/ၰၡ໒៘ቹៜआᐋ݅ጄൎऊ 419
ϦЁߏǴऊ՞БਢΒၰၡߏࡋ
32/:&Ƕ!
4/ᔸӦܿୁࣁᓥᆶᡴᡔചᜪ
৲ӦᗺǴၰၡ໒៘ჹചᜪ৲ԋ
ቹៜǶ!

!
!
3125 ԃ!
ӚҞಒ!
ЬБਢ!
ඹжБਢ!
ඹжБਢΒ!
ඹжБਢΟ!
ඹжБਢѤ!
ቹៜᔸӦय़ᑈ ϪപЪ෧ϿᔸӦय़ᑈ ෧ Ͽ ᔸ Ӧ य़ ᑈ ऊ ෧ Ͽ ᔸ Ӧ य़ ᑈ ऊ ၰၡόՉᔸӦǴჹ ܗቨᅅၡ෧ϿᔸӦ
Ϸઇ࿗ϯୢᚒ! ऊ 63-2:7 ѳБϦЁǶ 41-466 ѳБϦЁǶ!
58-685 ѳБϦЁǶ!
 ܭᔸ Ӧ ጄ ൎ ቹ ៜ ന य़ᑈऊ 2-:91 ѳБϦ
λǶ!
ЁǶ!
ၰၡჹܭआᐋ
݅ቹៜጄൎ!
ቹៜߥػചᜪ
৲!

ቹៜआᐋ݅ጄൎऊ 61
ϦЁǶ!
Ӣ Ϫ പ ᔸ Ӧ :58 Ϧ
ЁǴჹܭചᜪ৲Ϸ
ࢲቹៜεǶ!

ቹៜआᐋ݅ጄൎऊ
:45 ϦЁǶ!
ݮᔸӦՋୁࡼբቹៜ
ၨλǶԖ 76: ϦЁၡ
ࢤሡܭᔸӦНୱࡼ
πǴቹៜᔸӦख़ाച
ᜪӦǶ!

ቹៜआᐋ݅ጄൎऊ
419 ϦЁǶ!
ݮᔸӦܿୁࡼբǴӢ
ചᜪ৲ܿୁᜐࣚኧ
ໆᕷӭǴӢԜπำࡼ
բϝԖቹៜᔸӦғᄊ
ϐဤǶ!

ቹៜआᐋ݅ጄൎऊ
378 ϦЁǶ!
ၰၡࡼπԖ 378 ϦЁ
ሡܭᔸӦНୱࡼ
πǶ!

!
!

4/ ࣬ᜢՉࡹำׇȐ3124 ԃȑ0βӦճҔϷᔮวȐ3125

ѱीฝࢂցሡाᡂޑ׳ԵໆǶ3125 ԃޑᕉნቹៜᇥ

ԃȑǺӧ 3124 ԃ ډ3125 ԃޑᕉნቹៜᇥܴਜύԜຑ

ܴਜύᗋᔠΑ 2.5 ဦၰၡࢂցჹᔮวౢғڈᐟ

ྗԖ܌ᡂϯǴՠх֖ΑჹࢂցሡाᖼວدΓβӦǵ
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բҔǴՠۘ҂ૈ၁ಒፕ 2.5 ဦၰၡزഖࣁӦޑว

!

ٰՖᅿೀǶ!
!
3124 ԃ!
ЬБਢ!
ឦѱीฝၰၡጄൎǴࡺค
ᒤѱीฝᡂ׳Ƕ3/Չᔸ
ӦጄൎϣԶሡᒤᕉຑբǶ
4/βӦឦܭϦԖβӦኘҔǴค
ՉβӦቻԏǶ!

ඹжБਢ!
2/ᒤन⏍ѱीฝϷᑫ
ၲෝᅕۓीฝᡂ׳Ƕ3/
ՉᔸӦጄൎϣԶሡᒤᕉຑ
բǶ4/ၰၡ 2.f ࢤᔈՉβ
ӦቻԏբǶ!

ඹжБਢΒ!
2/ᒤᑫၲෝᅕۓी
ฝᡂ׳Ƕ3/ՉᔸӦጄൎϣԶ
ሡᒤᕉຑբǶ4/βӦឦܭ
ϦԖβӦኘҔǴคՉβӦ
ቻԏǶ!

ඹжБਢΟ!
2/คᒤѱीฝᡂ׳Ƕ3/
όᔸӦጄൎǴคᒤᕉຑ
բǶ4/ࡽԖѱीฝၰၡǴ
ՠቻԏϩدԖӦ!

!
!
ӚҞಒ!
ЬБਢ!
ߦӦБᔮวϷ ၰ ၡ  ޔጕ ໒ ៘ Ǵ ё
ቚуβӦճҔሽॶ!
ቚуಶӀၡҔၡ
Ǵ٠ёߦಶӀ
ၡڬᜐаϷࡽԖϐ
ᅅޗӦБᔮ
วϷቚуβӦճ
ҔሽॶǶ!
βӦቻԏୢᚒǵѱ ς ᒤ   ѱ ी ฝ ᡂ
ीฝᡂ!׳
׳٠೯ၸǶ!
ӄኧβӦឦܭϦԖ
βӦኘҔǴคੋϷ
دΓβӦቻԏǶ!
!
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3125 ԃ!
ඹжБਢ!
ඹжБਢΒ!
ᆶЬБਢ࣬՟ǴԖ ԖճߦܭಶӀၡ
շߦܭಶӀၡ ڬϷᔸӦܿୁڬᜐӦ
ᜐӦБᔮวϷ БᔮวϷβӦ
ቚ у β Ӧ ճ Ҕ ሽ ճҔሽॶǶ!
ॶǶ!
ၡጕόՉᅅޗ
Ǵคշܭᅅޗ
ϐᔮวǶ!
ሡᒤन⏍ѱी
ฝϷᑫၲෝᅕ
ۓѱीฝᡂ
׳Ƕ!
ᅅၡࢤሡᒤβ
ӦቻԏբǶ!

ඹжБਢΟ!
Ԗճܭϣၡୱ
ϐᔮวϷβӦ
ճҔǶ!
Ӣ֡ឦࡽԖၰၡǴ
คշܭಶӀၡϷ
ᅅޗϐᔮว
Ƕ!

ඹжБਢѤ!
Ԗճܭϣၡୱ
ϐᔮวϷβӦ
ճҔǶ!
ၰၡࠄࢤࣁཥ໒៘
ၡጕǴᎃ߈ܭᅅ
ޗǴӢԜԖճܭ
ᅅޗϐβӦճ
ҔϷᔮวǶ!
ሡᒤѱीฝᡂ ࡽ Ԗ  ѱ ी ฝ ၰ ࡽ Ԗ  ѱ ी ฝ ၰ
׳ǴՠጄൎឦܭϦ ၡǴՠܗቨቻԏ ၡǴՠϣၡܗቨ
Ԗ β Ӧ ኘ Ҕ Ǵ ค  ϩدԖӦǶ!
ၡࢤϷཥ៘ࡌၡࢤ
ՉβӦቻԏǶ!
ቻԏϩدԖ
ӦǶ!

ӕਔࡰрඹжБਢሡाՉ௨НբǴԶ 3124 ԃހ

5/ πำࡼπǺӧ 3125 ԃޑᕉნቹៜᇥܴਜύǴख़ᗺ

ޑᕉნቹៜᇥܴਜύؒԖࡰрԜୢᚒǶ!

ԵჸΑπำϷයำǵࡼբπำᜤܰࡋǶᗨฅހঁٿ
ҁӧπำࡼբБय़ޑຑϩ୷ҁठǴՠࢂ 3125 ԃ

!

ހᇥܴਜύӧπำᜤܰࡋБय़Α׳уಒጏޑϩǶځ
!
ЬБਢ!
2/πำऊ 2 ሹϡǶ
3/ࡼπբᆶၰၡ
࣬ӕǴᜤࡋനեǴႣी
πයऊ 23 ঁДǶ4/ࡼ
πՉၡ୷ᆶᛅߙᎎ
Ǵࡼππݤ໔ൂ!

ඹжБਢ!
2/πำऊ 2/75 ሹϡǴၨЬ
Бਢଯрऊ 2/7 ७Ƕ3/ݮᔸӦϦ
༜ుН෫ࡼբǴቚуᏲβϷ௨
НբǴႣπය 26 ঁДǶ4/
ሡܭНय़ՉࡼπբǴሡѺ
ᒳ݈ኯǴࡼππ֚ݤᜤǶ!

3124 ԃ!
ඹжБਢΒ!
2/πำऊ 2/75 ሹϡǴၨ
ЬБਢଯрऊ 2/7 ७Ƕ3/ݮᔸ
ӦϦ༜ᜐࣚࡼբǴၡ৩ߏЪ
ӦբၨᕷᅥǴႣπය 25
ঁДǶ4/ࡼπՉၡ୷ᆶᛅ
ߙᎎǴࡼππݤᙁൂǶ!

ඹжБਢΟ!
2/πำऊ 2/2 ሹϡǶ3/ܗቨϣၡሡ
ࣁࡌׯ௨Нጃ఼ǴቚуᏲβϷ௨НբǴ
Ⴃπය 23 ঁДǴЪጃ఼ࡕԖԋ
௨Н֚ᜤϐဤǶ4/ሡܭୱ௨НՉၰၡ
ᘉࡌǴࡼππ֚ݤᜤǶ5/ୱ௨Наጃ఼
ᙟᇂǴԖቹៜୱ௨НϐဤǶ!

!
!
ӚҞಒ!
πำϷයำ!

ЬБਢ!
πำऊ 2 ሹ
ϡǴπයऊ 23 ঁД!
ࡼբπำᜤܰࡋϷ ࡼ π բ  ᆶ   ၰ
ୱ௨Нቹៜ!
ၡ࣬ӕǴᜤࡋόଯ!

3125 ԃ!
ඹжБਢ!
ඹжБਢΒ!
πำऊ 2/75 ሹ πำऊ 2/73 ሹ
ϡǴπය 26 ঁДǶ! ϡǴπය 25 ঁДǶ!
ݮᔸӦϦ༜ుН ݮᔸӦࡼࣚڬբǴ
ࡼբǴሡቚуᏲβ ၡ৩ߏЪӦբ
Ϸ௨НբǶ!
ၨᕷᅥǶ!

ඹжБਢΟ!
πำऊ 2/2 ሹ
ϡǴπය 23 ঁДǶ!
ܗቨϣၡሡࡌׯ
ࣁ௨Нጃ఼ǴሡԵ
ቾୱ௨НୢᚒǶ!

ඹжБਢѤ!
πำऊ 2/6 ሹ
ϡǴπය 26 ঁДǶ!
ࡼπБԄҽаጃ
఼ᙟᇂԖ௨Н
ၰǴаϷНय़Չ
ၰၡܗቨǶ!
ܗቨϣၡሡࡌׯ
ࣁ௨Нጃ఼ǴሡԵ
ቾୱ௨Нୢᚒ!

!
!
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Ԗၰၡஒค܍ݤၩ҂ٰޑҬ೯ԋߏໆǴаϷՔᒿҁӦΓ

6/ ຑϩǺӧ 3124 ԃ ک3125 ԃޑᕉნቹៜᇥܴਜύǴচी
ฝБਢ֡ளډനଯϩǶӧ 3124 ԃޑᕉნቹៜᇥܴਜύǴ

αکၯ࠼ቚу܌ٰࢬًޑໆǴջคݤှϘངၡޑ

ඹжБਢ 3  ک4 ளډΑಃΒଯޑϩኧǶӧ 3125 ԃޑᕉ

Ҭ೯ᓸΚǶ႟Бਢӕኬफ़եᅅ҇ۚޗрՉߡޑճ

ნቹៜᇥܴਜύǴඹжБਢ 5 ளډΑಃΒଯޑϩኧǶሡ
ࡰрࢂޑǴӧހঁٿҁޑᕉნቹៜᇥܴਜύǴᏃᆅЬБ

܄Ƕᅅ҇ۚޑޗҞЬा٩ϘངၡрǴԶϘང
ၡޑҬ೯ݩރᇡࣁᒿਓၯޑวԶൾϯǶ

ਢӧȹჹᔸӦቹៜጄൎȹБय़ޑளϩനեǴՠࢂځᕴϩ

႟БਢࣗԿज़ڋᅅޗ҂ٰޑวǶҁࣴزი໗ค

ϝฅࢂനଯޑǶฅԶǴऩୖԵЎύӚਢٯϩϐᡍǴ

ݤவᇥܴਜϣύࣁॊᢀᗺډפԖΚޑᏵǴࠅว

߾ԜࢂݩόёૈวғޑǴჹғᄊᕉნౢғቹៜޑӢη
ख़ᔈ၀ࢂനଯޑǶ!

ځύࢌޑ٤ᢀᗺ٠όྗዴǶҁࣴࢂ߾زᇡࣁᅅࡐޗ
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ၸჹӚඹжБਢزࣴޑǴࣴزი໗ᇡࣁᗋሡाԖಃϖঁ
ඹжБਢǶԜБਢճҔচҁஒඤ๏دΓޑϦԖβӦǴࡌ
చ׳уޔௗکӼӄޑၰၡǴ٠ё٬ڬᜐدޑΓβӦሽ
ॶගϲȐـ後文之圖文說明)
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EIA Adequacy
According to Taiwan’s Environmental Protection Administration (EPA), the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process in Taiwan seeks to identify
potential environmental, social, and other consequences of a proposed
development project before proceeding with construction. The EPA seeks to
create a set of standard procedures or environmental management
programs to be followed by all development companies.
For any proposed development with an expected environmental impact, an
environmental impact statement (EIS) will be prepared during Phase I of the
EIA process. If the project is still considered to pose an environmental
threat, the EIA process will move into Phase II and the developer is
expected to revise and create a more in-depth EIS. In the next phases, the
EIS is screened by an EIA review committee and then is subject to public
consultation.
The 2013 EIA reveals very little about how the “Impact on Wetland” criteria
were determined or how it was measured. It appears in the 2014 EIA to be
mostly from professional or anecdotal sources, determined differently from
each of the experts consulted. This alone could be considered “standardless
discretion” and cause for legal action. Further, even though the 2014 EIA
answers some of these questions, it still ranks ecological impact as less
important than the others. If the alternatives are evaluated using best
practice criteria and weighted accordingly then the presently preferred
alternative for the road would rank as the single worst alternative.
While the EIA for Road 1-4 has undergone revision, this project has
remained under local review. This is inappropriate because the Jiading
Wetland is currently acting as a connective core habitat along the west
coast of Taiwan. The alteration of this wetland could create negative
ecological impacts that could extend far beyond the site itself. Additionally
protecting the Black-faced Spoonbill is an international priority; therefore,
any project that could potentially disrupt this bird’s habitat requirements
must be highly scrutinized and held to the highest standards. At a minimum
the EIA should take into account the criteria and standards of the Wetlands
Conservation Act and Ramsar. Because of the considerable anticipated
impacts on the Jiading Wetland, this project needs to be reviewed at a
national level because its impacts could extend beyond the local scale.
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Remaining Questions
1. The EIA still ranks the Importance to Impact to Wetland as less important
than other factors. This is contrary to standard best practices of EIA
procedure. Specifically the impacts on now known resting and roosting sites
requires scientific evaluation. Why has this not been done?
2. The estimated traffic system, and thus the need for Road 1-4, has not
been updated to reflect changing land use designations in areas close to
Jiading Wetland. Further, an important road alternative was ignored
altogether. Why has this inconsistency not been rectified? Who is the
committee that will conduct the final review and make the decision? Will
any new work be done on the EIA prior? Will the committee require
updated traffic demands relative to land use intensity downsizing?
3. The 2014 EIA was conducted by 11 experts, each with over 16 years
experience and across different backgrounds including developers and
environmental engineers however no one on the committee was a wildlife
expert which yielded a “no decision” outcome. As a result the 2014 EIA was
passed on to the next committee for review. What are the methods behind
the scoring? Is unscientific bias distorting the weighting system?
4. While briefly described, why is the “no-build” scenario not assessed
under the same criteria as the proposed plan and alternatives? This is
standard procedure in an EIA process.
5. The primary reason that the assessment of the impact of the proposed
road is inadequate is because the Jiading Wetland is ‘under-ranked’. Due to
its significance as a core habitat and a connective stepping stone habitat for
the endangered Black-faced Spoonbill, and the number of spoonbills now
using the site for roosting and foraging, why has the wetland not been
reclassified to at least national or international level?
6. There have been two revisions of the EIA for Road 1-4, the second largely
because of the presence of a nationally endangered species, but this project
has remained under local consideration. Why is this project not being
reviewed at a national level given its impacts could extend beyond the local
scale? If the Jiading Wetland is reclassified to a Wetland of National
Importance, the ecological impacts would likely weigh more heavily.
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Strategies for a Sustainable Economy in Jiading
The most successful, sustainable economic development plans build on
local resources so that local entrepreneurs capture financial benefits and
residents find jobs locally, rather than pursuing outside industries that
never materialize. The Jiading area is rich in exactly the resources needed to
create such an economy.
Existing Conditions and Competitive Advantage
Yet Jiading’s economic story is complex. Different than the population of
Kaohsiung City and Tainan City (which have grown), the population of
Jiading District decreased between 2003 and 2013 (5.9%). Prior to Typhoon
Morakot in August 2009 over 50% of the labor force worked in fishing, the
area’s primary industry. The numbers have rebounded since 2009, but not
to pre-typhoon levels. In 2006 11% of the population worked in wholesale
and retail, 7% in agriculture. It is thought that a growing number of
residents commute north to Tainan to work in manufacturing
The Xingda Harbor is one of the major fishing harbors in Kaohsiung City but
over 100 hectares remain vacant or underused. Even though the area has
numerous temples, the tomb of Ning Jin King, eco farms, markets, and
festivals, Jiading’s tourism industry is underperforming relative to other
parts of the region and Taiwan. The Love Pier, built as a primary regional
attraction, is considered a failure. Overnight accommodations are virtually
non-existent in the area.
That said, Jiading is strategically located to grow as a weekend recreation
destination for Kaohsiung and Tainan, Taiwan’s second and fifth largest
cities. It is an easy day trip or weekend getaway for people seeking nature
and a change of scenery from the city – only an 18 minute drive to Tainan
City and 42 minute drive to Kaohsiung City. It is a 25 minute drive from the
Tainan High Speed Rail station. Passenger travel at this station has grown
tremendously – up 149% between 2007 and 2012; 6,158,112 passengers in
2012. Of any site the Black-faced Spoonbill inhabits in significant numbers in
Taiwan, Jiading Wetland Park is the place closest to the high speed train for
visitors from around the region, the country, and the world to view these
popular birds. Improvements have been made at the south end of the park,
attracting visitors because its excellent design allows bird watchers to see
spoonbills and other birds in much closer range than anywhere else in
Taiwan.

Land use designation for Jiading Wetland has recently changed in a way that
potentially could have a significant positive impact on the local economy. In
the 2002 plan for Xingda Harbor, the portion of the wetland north of Road
1-1 was to become a residential neighborhood with schools and a sewage
treatment plant. The part of the wetland south of the road was designated
“port”. In the December 2012 plan part of the wetland (both north and
south of Road 1-1) was reclassified to a “park” designation. Further, key
parcels adjacent to the harbor were reclassified for commercial or
recreation-serving land uses.
These reclassifications could give the area a boost if implemented with a
strong ecotourism vision. A local fishing fleet, fish farms, a fish market,
seafood restaurants, and a harbor can already be found in Jiading and
Taiwanese tourists enjoy fish-based activities. It is comparable to other fishbased communities such as Oyster Harbor, Mitou, and Budai. The underused land in the harbor could be developed for world-class facilities. A
visitor center, fish museum, and large-scale tourist “villas” are under
consideration. The SAVE-UC Berkeley research team agrees that these types
of uses may be appropriate if located properly. They conclude that it is
essential to protect the wetland to the south of Road 1-1 from development
and restore it to habitat, put a visitor center close by, move the tourist villas
contemplated for the wetland south of Road 1-1 to another area at the
harbor, and make room for research and value-added fish products
facilities.
The recent designation of scenic routes for biking loops Jiading into a fastgrowing sport in Taiwan. This system could be expanded to link local
attractions. The nearby waters provide opportunities for environmental
education, recreation, boat tours. The Tai Salt worker village in Yong-an,
adjacent to the Yong-an Wetland Education Center, could be an attraction
for education – from school children to those interested in architectural
history and salt culture. Towns and villages nearby offer unique
opportunities for visitors to learn about local culture; providing jobs for
younger people who typically leave to find employment in the bigger cities.
Jiading and Qilou are especially located to benefit from visitor facilities.

The Wetland, the Road, and Economic Opportunity
For Jiading to grow a healthy economy a solution must be found to the ongoing debate over the proposal to build Road 1-4 through Jiading Wetland.
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The solution must address multiple agendas to achieve long-term benefits
for the whole area, not just a few property owners. The research team
concludes that if Road 1-4 is rerouted outside the wetland or eliminated
altogether, Jiading will continue to attract unprecedented diversity and
numbers of wild birds, making it an international destination for birders,
cultural, and ecotourists.
The Jiading District has many other natural and cultural resources that if
utilized strategically, and integrated with the birding recreation already
occurring at the Jiading Wetland Park, would improve the local economy
and allow Kaohsiung officials to allocate money for infrastructure more
wisely. At a March 2014 workshop, the research team worked with local
people to map the resources that make them devoted to the Jiading area
and that they thought visitors would enjoy. Using this information the UC
Berkeley-SAVE research team worked with local allies – Citizens of the
Earth, Taiwan; Jiading Ecology & Culture Association; Chinese Wild Bird
Federation; Kaohsiung Wild Bird Society; and Wetlands Taiwan – to develop
eight principles to inform a plan for a sustainable economy in Jiading:
1. Take advantage of Jiading’s strategic location to make it a regional
destination.
2. Grow the economy from the inside out to generate jobs for local people.
3. Utilize under-used and unrecognized resources.
4. Maintain and support local fishing, aquaculture, and agriculture to
guarantee long-term food security and a sustainable economy.
5. Preserve unique natural resources for local benefit.
6. Develop facilities for cultural and ecological tourism in ways that benefit
local people.
7. Provide diverse and authentic experiences for visitors based on the
cultural traditions of Jiading.
8. Enable Jiading to thrive as global economies and climate change.
Building on these goals the team proposes a conservation and utilization
plan that includes not only the wetland, but also its adjoining
neighborhoods, old Jiading, Qilou Village, the new waterfront park, Yong-an
Wetland, Xingda Harbor, and connections to the Tainan station of Taiwan
High-Speed Rail. It also takes into consideration the critical and timely issues
of regional transportation, demographic and Taiwanese tourism trends, and
scientific predictions of sea-level rise.
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፞ചచҹǶӧन⏍ᔸӦϦ༜ࠄޑᆄςᑫࡌԖ٤ၯᏨࡼǴ

ВቚуޑΓαวᖿ༈Ǵन⏍ޑΓα҅ᅌ෧ϿǶ

Զ೭٤ࡼӢीؼӳǴ٬ள፞ചޣёаӧѠ܌҂Ԗ

3114 ԃ .3124 ϐ  ी ၗ  ᡉ Ң Ǵ न ⏍   ޑΓ α ෧ Ͽ Α

߈ޑຯᚆϣᢀჸय़ดᡴځکдചᜪǶӢԜǴ೭٤ࡼ֎

6/:ʘǶӧ 311: ԃ 9 Дವլረ॥᠍ᔐѠǴन⏍ຬ
ၸ 61ʘޑമΚவ٣ᅕғౢǴᅕΨࢂन⏍ޑЬाౢǶ

ЇΑۓኧໆޑၯ࠼Ƕ!
न⏍ᔸӦޑβӦճҔӧ߈යϣډڙፓǴஒࣁन⏍ӦБޑ

ረ॥ၸࡕǴவ٣ᅕޑΓαᅌӣϲǴՠۈಖؒԖၲډವ

ᔮวග׳ٮӳޑచҹǶӧᑫၲෝ 3113 ԃޑѱीฝύǴ

լረ॥ޑኧໆǶӧ 3117 ԃǴ22ʘޑΓαவ٣ࠔץว

2.2 ဦၰၡачޑᔸӦϩೕჄࣁԖᏢਠکԦНೀ

ک႟୧Ǵ8ʘޑΓαவ٣ၭǶӕਔǴᇡࣁԖຫٰຫ
ӭޑन⏍ۚ҇೯༇ԿѠࠄѱவ٣ᇙǶ!

ቷޑՐӻǶԶ 2.2 ဦၰၡаࠄޑᔸӦϩ߾ೕჄࣁෝ
αဎӦޑϩǶӧ 3123 ԃ 23 Дѱीฝᡂࡕ׳Ǵ2.2

ᑫၲෝࢂଯѱЬाޑᅕෝαǶฅԶᑫၲෝύϝԖຬၸ

ဦၰၡࠄчޑୁٿϩ߾ᡂࣁ׳Ϧ༜ҔӦǶԜѦǴᎃ

211 ϦഘޑβӦ໕܈҂ִ๓ճҔǶӕਔǴᗨฅन⏍

߈ෝαޑ൳ঁᜢᗖ܄༧ࡰࣁۓ܈Ҷ໕ু୍ܺ

ԖኧໆӭޑቴӹǵܴჱႠЦოǵғᄊၭǵѱǵቼ
ࢲǴन⏍ޑਓၯ࣬КܭѠځдӦБԶقǴวள٠

ࡼҔӦǶ!
ӵ݀೭ᅿѱीฝޑፓёаکғᄊਓၯ่࣬ӝǴٗሶѬ

όؼӳǶচҁ׆ఈวࣁୱϣεਓၯඳᗺޑΓዸᓐ

ॺஒࣁन⏍ޑวٰཥࢲޑΚǶन⏍ςڀഢΑਂ

ΨᇡࣁࢂঁѨ௳ޑ၂ǶΓዸᓐڬᜐࣗԿؒԖёа

ങಭ໗ǵങѱǵੇᗲᓓᓔǵᅕෝࡼǴԶѠၯ࠼Ξ

ٮၯ࠼ၸޑڹਓᓔǶ!
न⏍ёаբࣁଯѱȐѠಃΒεࠤѱȑکѠࠄѱȐѠ

ߚத഻ངᆶᅕ࣬ᜢޑਓၯࢲǶ೭٤ࡼکచҹΨ٬ள
न⏍ၨځдаᅕࣁ୷ᘵޗޑǴӵೆቧǵᔆߒǵѲෝ

ಃϖεࠤѱȑ҇ຼ҃ਓၯࡋଷޑҞޑӦǶҗܭन⏍ຯ

Ǵڀ׳ᝡݾΚǶԶᑫၲෝύٗ٤ؒԖִ๓ճҔޑβӦ߾
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ёаҔٰ໒วШࣚભޑਓၯࡼǴӵၯ࠼ύЈǵᅕറނ

न⏍ᗋԖӭځдޑԾฅکЎϯၗྍǶӵ݀ૈౣ܄

ᓔǵεೕኳޑଷǶࣴزი໗ठᇡࣁӵ݀ёа

Ӧ໒ว೭٤ၗྍǴ٠ஒځᆶन⏍ᔸӦВวޑ፞ചࢲ

ᒧ֟Ǵٗሶ೭٤ࡼஒёаӝӦวචځբҔǶࣴزი໗

่࣬ӝǴ߾न⏍ޑӦБᔮஒૈวǴ٠Ԗёૈߦ

ӕਔᇡࣁሡाჹ 2.2 ဦၰၡࠄୁޑᔸӦϩՉߥػǶᗉ
խӧԜϩύՉ໒วǴёڬځܭᜐࡌၯ࠼ύЈǴ٠ჹ

٬ଯѱ׳уӝӦჹन⏍୷ޑᘵࡼՉၗǶӧ 3125
ԃ 4 ДᆶӦ҇ϕޑπբ֝ύǴࣴزი໗کӧӦۚ҇

চҁ׆ఈӧԜೀࡌޑଷӧෝαӦख़ཥᒧ֟Ǵ٠ӧ

ଆӧӦკрΑૈ֎ЇӦٰۚ҇न⏍ਓၯǴ٠ёૈ

ڬᜐթНౢࣴวکଯߕуሽॶϐНౢуπǶ!

֎ЇѦٰၯ࠼ޑᢀӀၗྍǶࣴزი໗کѠޑӝբ

߈ًٰൂޑၡጕࡼ٬न⏍ёаᑼΕൂًਓၯ೭ӧ
ѠВࢬՉسࢲޑύǶൂًၡጕёаᘉǴ

ޣȋӦౚϦ҇୷ߎǵन⏍ғᄊЎϯڐǵύ҇୯ഁച
ᏢǵଯѱഁചᏢǵѠᔸӦߥៈᖄ࿉Ӆӕࣁन⏍ޑ

வԶՍᖄӦӚӜയඳᗺǶԶᎃ߈ޑНୱΞёаࣁᕉნ௲

҉ុวीฝۓڋΑаΠΖচ߾Ǻ!

ػǵНࢲǵၯಭၯំගٮᐒǶՏ҉ܭӼᔸӦ௲ػ

2/ кϩճҔन⏍ޑՏᓬ༈Ǵ٬ځԋࣁୱޑ܄ਓၯҞ

ύЈޑѠᡶπஎްဂΨёׯࣁᏢਠᏢғکჹᐕўǵ
ᡶགᑫ፪ޣϐ௲ػ܌Ƕᎃ߈ޑٚӕኬёаࣁၯ࠼ග

ޑӦǶ!
3/ วӦϣᔮǴࣁӦۚ҇ගٮ൩ᐒǶ!

ٮᡏᡍӦБЎϯޑᐱᐒǴ٠ࣁٗ٤೯த۳εࠤѱᒉ

4/ ว٠ၮҔ҂кϩճҔ܈ᇡޑၗྍǶ!

ғޑҁӦԃᇸΓගٮπբᐒǶन⏍کᅅ܌ӧޑՏҭ

5/ ᆢុ٠ЍӦޑᅕǵНౢᎦǵၭǴவԶࣁ

،ۓΑӦ҇ஒԖ׳ӭޑᐒவਓၯౢکࡼύᕇǶ!

ߏයޑ१ނӼӄុ҉کᔮวග୷ٮᘵǶ!
6/ ࣁΑӦБޑճǴߥػᐱޑԾฅၗྍǶ!

凂勡㺓◮Ʊ 唝弑岭Ʊ䱑㺝䔺⬓㤝㗁
ࣁ٬न⏍ޑᔮૈ଼நӦวǴᜢ ܭ2.5 ဦၰၡऀຫन⏍

8/ วඦन⏍ЎϯǴࣁၯ࠼ٰӭኬԶჴޑᡏᡍǶ!

ᔸӦݾޑፕѸ൨ִ๓ޑှ،БਢǶ၀ှ،Бਢ಄ӝ
ӭख़ҞǴ٠ࣁᡏୱᒉߏයޑճǴԶߚԵቾϿ

9/ ӧӄౚᔮکংᡂᎂޑచҹΠǴዴߥन⏍ុᕷᄪǶ!

ኧӧԜӦᏱԖౢޑΓǶࣴزი໗ᇡࣁӵ݀ 2.5 ဦၰၡё
аݮन⏍ᔸӦޑѦൎीǴޔޣ܈ௗ ڗ2.5 ဦၰၡǴ
ஒૈ٬न⏍ុ֎Ї܌҂ԖޑǵӭኬϯޑചᜪǴ٬न⏍
ᔸӦԋࣁ୯ሞભޑ፞ചඳᗺǴаϷЎϯکғᄊਓၯངӳޣ
ᒧޑѐೀǶ!
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7/ ࡌԖշܭӦБۚ҇ϐЎϯکғᄊਓၯࡼǶ!

ӧԜচ߾ΠǴࣴزი໗ගрΑҽߥکػճҔीฝǶԜ
ीฝόхࡴΑन⏍ᔸӦǴᗋхࡴΑᎃ߈ޗޑǵᅅǵ
ཥޑН۞Ϧ༜ǵ҉ӼᔸӦǵᑫၲෝǵᆶѠࠄଯ៓ઠޑᖄᛠǶ
ԜीฝᗋԵቾډΠख़ाޑୢᚒǴхࡴୱҬ೯ǵΓαک
Ѡਓၯޑᡂϯᖿ༈ǴаϷჹੇѳय़ϲࣽޑᏢႣෳǶ!

The Strategy

Community members worked independently and as a group to list all the places to which they are devoted and places they
thought visitors would enjoy, especially visitors who wanted to experience the “real” Jiading culture and environment.

Community Workshop

22

39

Hearts designated places community members are devoted to, what can be referred to as the sacred structure of Jiading. Stars
marked places they thought visitors would enjoy. The resulting map indicated how important Old Jiading, Qilou, and Wu Sha Lin
are to local people, how many attractions there are in the area, and how central Jiading and Yong-an Wetlands are to local life. It
was also clear that there are attractions along Highway 28 to connect Jiading and the High Speed Train.
40

Community Map of Sacred Places to Share with Visitors

23

The team then catalogued the unique qualities that could make Jiading a destination for weekend visitors from Tainan and
Kaohsiung as well as tourists from national and international locations. Over four dozen attractions were identified in three
categories: learning about birds and the local ecosystems , shopping for local products, and experiencing local culture.

Three Categories of Attractions

24

41

The research team analyzed the categories of attractions, ranked them in terms of distinctiveness relative to other successful
tourist economies, and developed a series of zones to create themes of unique experiences, including the Erren River; Jiading
Wetland and nearby towns and villages, Highway 28, and Yong-an Wetland. Cultural and ecological tourism would be an overlay to
the fishing, farming, and local industries that had grown from the natural resources of the region. It became apparent that a vital
local economy had always depended and still depends upon the natural resources of the area. This has been the case since the
time when the Pingpu Tribe inhabited the Jiading area.
42

Attractions of Erren River, Jiading, Yong-an Wetland, and Highway 28

core
conservation
area

ecological environmental
restoration education
area
area

recreation
area

service
area

This led the team to consider how best to sustain the natural resources for long-term economic benefit. Taiwan’s wetland
conservation act provided a logical framework to achieve this. In Article 16, the Wetland Conservation Act outlines that zoning may
be planned for classified wetlands. “Wetlands of International and National Importance, except under special circumstances as
described in subparagraph III to subparagraph V in the preceding paragraph, may not be developed or built.” The exceptions include
development related to environmental education and other zonings conforming to the wise use principle. Wise use is defined in
Article 4: “Referring to a timely, fittingly, moderately and adequately sustainable utilization of the biological resources, water
resources and land resources that is achieved in a compatible approach within the wetland ecological capacity to maintain the
quality and quantity of wetland resources in a stable condition.” The team then developed a proposal for criteria of the Jiading
Wetland. Based on suggestions from the Wetland Conservation Act and analysis of the Jiading Wetland, the proposed zoning
includes conservation areas for habitat preservation and educational and recreation zones to promote ecotourism. Restoration and
service areas are also included. This encourages continued biodiversity and habitat functionality while promoting economic
development. Like many wetlands of international importance Jiading has been modified over time, but its seasonal shallow waters,
wetland vegetation, roosting and foraging areas (both north and south of Road 1-1) offer ideal wetland habitat. The habitat that is
essential for the Black-faced Spoonbill and other birds forms the Conservation Core. A primary visitor center would be located where
Road 1-6 joins the harbor. A major recreation and education zone would be developed along Road 1-1. Secondary, educational
nodes surround the wetland. A unique “local guide only” access trail would stimulate the economy in Qilou Village with a distinctive
way to experience the wetland birds.

Highest Potential Land Use Zoning Based on Wetland Conservation Act

43

The Strategic Plan utilizes the special attractions of the Jiading area, and recommends the addition of visitor-serving facilities
that are now lacking: especially a primary visitor center/museum with ample parking to reduce congestion in the towns and
villages; overnight accommodations, mostly as small bed-and-breakfasts in existing homes; expanded programed visitor
activities like boat and bicycle tours; and continued support for underlying fishing and farming economies.
44

Strategic Plan

27

Healthy mangroves, some likely 100 years old, the harbor, and inland waterways create a unique opportunity for eco-tourism. A
Blueway Plan needs to be developed to take advantage of the many attractions accessible by boat. In other areas in Taiwan and
elsewhere, boat tours are one of the most sought after visitor experiences that provide additional income for boating and fishing
families. Jiading has distinctive advantages because the harbor waters allow small boats to give visitors a rare chance to
experience much off the local culture and ecology.

Blueway Plan for Boat Tours

28

45

Jiading already has excellent bike trails that could be further developed locally so bikers could experience the villages and
countryside without adding automobile or bus congestion in the towns. Improvements along Highway 28 would draw even more
bikers who do the Taiwan loop, and designated bike routes could connect attractions around Jiading. Services and overnight
accommodations for bikers would provide local employment.
46

Bike Trails

29

Although many natural resources and facilities exist in the Jiading area to create a world-class cultural and ecotourism economy,
there are multiple opportunities for local entrepreneurs to develop unique experiences that would enhance the culture and
environment and stimulate job creation, especially jobs that local people can attain and advance.

Opportunities for Local Entrepreneurs, Jobs for Local People

30
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*UDSKLF&DSWLRQV◔圦奨㓌
1. Page8FlightInitiationDistanceHavingadequatedistance
fromthreatisthemostcriticalspatialconsiderationin

Ϫപࣁၨλޑ༧Ǵ٠फ़եΑ৲ӦޑғᄊሽॶǶฅԶ
ᔸӦࠄޑчٿъϝฅڀԖޑىय़ᑈ֎ЇചᜪǶკ
ҢΑҞ҅җय़ดᡴ٬ҔޑୱǶ!
3. Page11JiadingandYongͲanWetlandsasOneEcological

determiningifhabitatisadequateandthereforevaluable

SystemTheBlackͲfacedSpoonbillwilltypicallyforage9Ͳ14

forthespoonbill.WhenthismetricisappliedtoJiading

kmfromaroostingsite.Itisknownthatthebirdsmove

Wetland,andtheproposaltobuildRoad1Ͳ4throughthe

regularlybetweentheJiadingandYongͲanWetlands.Both

wetland,atleasttwoprimeroostingsiteswillbeimpacted

ofthesewetlandsactasasingleunitbecausebirdswill

andlikelyrenderedunsuitableforthespoonbill.

travelbetweenthetwositestoforage,roost,orfleefrom

०ՉଆۈຯᚆǶຯᚆ࠶ુԖޑىຯᚆࢂय़ดᡴᒧ

disturbance.Protectingbothofthesewetlandsfromfurther

ӝ৲Ӧനᜢᗖޜޑ໔ԵໆǶၮҔԜྗᔠຎन⏍ᔸ

developmentisessentialtothelongͲtermsurvivalofa

ӦਔǴፕ 2.5 ဦၰၡஒᏤठᔸӦϣঁٿЬाޑ৲Ӧ

sustainablepopulationofspoonbills.Additionally,many

ډڙቹៜǴ٠Ԗёૈ٬Ѭॺคݤᝩុࣁय़ดᡴ܌٬ҔǶ!

otherbirdsusebothsitesdailyorseasonally.

2. Page9ThreatofIslandEffectsLossofhabitatfrom

न⏍ᔸӦ҉کӼᔸӦՍೱࣁঁғᄊسǶय़ดᡴ೯

fragmentationisamajorcauseofbirdextinctions.Thismay

த०ᚆ৲Ӧ :.25 ϦٚՉ१ǶҞςޕय़ดᡴ

happenintheB1andB2areasofJiadingWetlandsifRoad

ӧन⏍ᔸӦ҉کӼᔸӦ໔ᓎᕷ۳ٰǴӧঁٿᔸӦύ

1Ͳ4isbuiltasproposed.TherecentlybuiltRoads1Ͳ1and1Ͳ

१Ϸ৲Ǵ٠ӧډڙυᘋਔவঁᔸӦ०۳ќঁᔸӦǶ

6havedividedtheJiadingWetlandintosmallerpiecesand

ӢԜǴ೭ঁٿᔸӦ֡ࢂय़ดᡴғӸޑख़ाӦൂϡǶ

diminisheditsvalueashabitat.Butthenorthernand

ߥػ೭ঁٿᔸӦ٬ځխܭ໒วޑᓸΚǴჹय़ดᡴဂ

southernhalvesofthewetlandarestilllargeenoughto

ុ҉ޑวࢂߚதѸाޑǶԜѦǴӭځдചᜪΨВ

attractbirds.Theabovemapshowsareaspresentlyusedby

தۑ܈܄܄Ӧ٬Ҕ೭ঁٿ৲ӦǶ!

theBlackͲfacedSpoonbill.

4. Page18AlternativeLocationsforRoad1Ͳ4Evenwitha

ېਏҔુ࠶ޑǶҗܭӦઇ࿗ϯԶᏤठޑ৲Ӧ഼Ѩ

flawedweightingsystem,Alternative1doesnotscore

ࢂചᜪྐ๊ޑЬाচӢǶӵ݀ 2.5 ဦၰၡࡪচБਢՉ

significantlybetterthanotheralternatives.Ifaproper

ࡌǴ߾Ԝݩஒёૈӧन⏍ᔸӦ ޑC2  کC3 ୱวғǶ

weightingsystem,acceptableasbestpracticesin

ςֹπ௴Ҕ ޑ2.2 ဦၰၡ ک2.7 ဦၰၡςஒन⏍ᔸӦ

internationalenvironmentalassessment,isused,
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Alternative1scorestheworst.“Nobuild”scoresbest;

clearthatthereareattractionsalongHighway28toconnect

Alternatives3,4,and5scoremuchbetterthanAlternative

JiadingandtheHighSpeedTrain.

1.

ёаᆶၯ࠼ϩ٦ޑඳᗺϩթკǶკύҢрޗԋॺ

2.5 ဦၰၡޑඹж܄ՏǶᏃᆅ௦ҔΑԖલഐޑຑϩس

܌഻ངޑӦᗺǴ೭٤ӦᗺᄬԋΑन⏍Γ҇ޑЈᡫৎ༜Ƕ

ǴඹжБਢ 2!ȐᙚБਢȑ࣬КځܭѬޑඹжБਢΨ

ࢃࠠკਢҢр҇ۚޗᇡࣁၯ࠼ёૈ഻ངޑਓၯӦ

ؒૈಥᑉԶрǶӵ݀٬ҔঁӝޑຑϩسǴᙚБ

ᗺǶ೭კ߄ၲΑन⏍ᙑᆫပǵᅅǵਜ਼ᐋ݅ჹӦۚ

ਢޑளϩࡐԖёૈࢂനեޑǶȸ႟БਢȹёૈளϩനଯǴ

҇ޑख़ा܄ǵਓၯඳᗺޑኧໆǴаϷन⏍ᔸӦ҉کӼᔸ

ԶඹжБਢ 4ǵ5ǵ6 ޑளϩΨஒᇻଯܭඹжБਢ 2Ƕ!

ӦჹӧӦғࢲޑख़ा܄Ƕ೭კӕኬᇥܴΑೱௗन⏍ک

5. Page22CommunityWorkshopCommunitymembers
workedindependentlyandasagrouptolistalltheplacesto

ଯ៓ઠ࣪ޑၰѠ 39 ጕୁٿςӸӧࡐӭ֎Їၯ࠼ޑ܌Ƕ!
7. Page24ThreeCategoriesofAttractionsTheteamthen

whichtheyaredevotedandplacestheythoughtvisitors

cataloguedtheuniquequalitiesthatcouldmakeJiadinga

wouldenjoy,especiallyvisitorswhowantedtoexperience

destinationforweekendvisitorsfromTainanandKaohsiung

the“real”Jiadingcultureandenvironment.

aswellastouristsfromnationalandinternationallocations.

ޗπբ֝Ƕ!ޗԋᐱҥ܈ӝբӈрΑ܌Ԗдॺ഻ང

Overfourdozenattractionswereidentifiedinthree

ޑӦǴаϷдॺᇡࣁၯ࠼ёૈགᑫ፪ޑၯំୱǴ

categories:learningaboutbirdsandthelocalecosystems,

ձࢂٗ٤ёаᡏᡍډচҊচޑښन⏍Ўϯکᕉნޑ

shoppingforlocalproducts,andexperiencinglocalculture.

ୱǶ!

ΟᅿᜪࠠޑඳᗺǶࣴزი໗ࡪྣޑ܌፦Ǵஒٗ٤ё

6. Page23CommunityMapofSacredPlacestoSharewith

ૈ֎ЇѠࠄǵଯຼ҃ၯ࠼аϷӄѠک୯ሞၯ࠼ޑ܌

VisitorsHeartsdesignatedplacescommunitymembersare

ՉΑϩᜪǶຬၸ 59 ঁ܌ࡪྣаΠޑΟঁᜪձՉ

devotedto,whatcanbereferredtoasthesacredstructure

ϩᜪǺᏢಞചᜪکӦғᄊᕉნޑ܌ǵᖼວӦނౢ

ofJiading.Starsmarkedplacestheythoughtvisitorswould

ޑک܌ᡏᡍӦЎϯޑ܌Ƕ!

enjoy.TheresultingmapindicatedhowimportantOld

8. Page25AttractionsofErrenRiver,Jiading,YongͲan

Jiading,Qilou,andWuShuLinaretolocalpeople,how

Wetland,andHighway28Theresearchteamanalyzedthe

manyattractionsthereareinthearea,andhowcentral

categoriesofattractions,rankedthemintermsof

JiadingandYongͲanWetlandsaretolocallife.Itwasalso

distinctivenessrelativetoothersuccessfultourist
economies,anddevelopedaseriesofzonestocreate
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themesofuniqueexperiences,includingtheErrenRiver;

circumstancesasdescribedinsubparagraphIIIto

JiadingWetlandandnearbytownsandvillages,Highway28,

subparagraphVintheprecedingparagraph,maynotbe

andYongͲanWetland.Culturalandecologicaltourism

developedorbuilt.”Theexceptionsincludedevelopment

wouldbeanoverlaytothefishing,farming,andlocal

relatedtoenvironmentaleducationandotherzonings

industriesthathadgrownfromthenaturalresourcesofthe

conformingtothewiseuseprinciple.Wiseuseisdefinedin

region.Itbecameapparentthatavitallocaleconomyhad

Article4:“Referringtoatimely,fittingly,moderatelyand

alwaysdependedandstilldependsuponthenatural

adequatelysustainableutilizationofthebiological

resourcesofthearea.Thishasbeenthecasesincethetime

resources,waterresourcesandlandresourcesthatis

whenthePingpuTribeinhabitedtheJiadingarea.

achievedinacompatibleapproachwithinthewetland

ΒϘྛǵन⏍ǵ҉ӼᔸӦǵ࣪ၰѠ 39 ጕڬᜐޑඳᗺǶࣴ

ecologicalcapacitytomaintainthequalityandquantityof

زი໗ࡪྣϩᜪჹ೭٤ඳᗺՉࣴزǴࡪྣѬॺᆶځд

wetlandresourcesinastablecondition.”Theteamthen

ԋфਓၯඳᗺޑКၨՉΑຑϩǴ٠ࡪྣਓၯᡏᡍჄϩ

developedaproposalforcriteriaoftheJiadingWetland.

ΑسӈޑфૈୱǶ೭٤ୱхࡴΑΒϘྛǵन⏍ᔸ

BasedonsuggestionsfromtheWetlandConservationAct

Ӧکᎃ߈ޑٚǵ࣪ၰѠ 39 ጕǵ҉ӼᔸӦǶЎϯکғᄊ

andanalysisoftheJiadingWetland,theproposedzoning

ਓၯёаᆶӦޑᅕǵၭǵπ่࣬ӝǶᡉԶܰـ

includesconservationareasforhabitatpreservationand

ࢂޑǴԖࢲΚޑӦБᔮ۳۳ࢂһᒘӦޑԾฅၗྍ

educationalandrecreationzonestopromoteecotourism.

ԶวޑǶ೭ኬޑᢀᗺԾѳပ໒ۈӧन⏍ۚՐਔ൩

Restorationandserviceareasarealsoincluded.This

ςόᘐӦᡍǶ!

encouragescontinuedbiodiversityandhabitatfunctionality

9. Page26HighestPotentialLandUseZoningBasedon

whilepromotingeconomicdevelopment.Likemany

WetlandConservationActThisledtheteamtoconsider

wetlandsofinternationalimportanceJiadinghasbeen

howbesttosustainthenaturalresourcesforlongͲterm

modifiedovertime,butitsseasonalshallowwaters,

economicbenefit.Taiwan’swetlandconservationact

wetlandvegetation,roostingandforagingareas(bothnorth

providedalogicalframeworktoachievethis.InArticle16,

andsouthofRoad1Ͳ1)offeridealwetlandhabitat.The

theWetlandConservationActoutlinesthatzoningmaybe

habitatthatisessentialfortheBlackͲfacedSpoonbilland

plannedforclassifiedwetlands.“WetlandsofInternational

otherbirdsformstheConservationCore.Aprimaryvisitor

andNationalImportance,exceptunderspecial

centerwouldbelocatedwhereRoad1Ͳ6joinstheharbor.A
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majorrecreationandeducationzonewouldbedeveloped

ޑᔸӦ҅ࢂঁߥػπբޑਡЈǶӧ 2.7 ဦၰၡکෝα

alongRoad1Ͳ1.Secondary,educationalnodessurroundthe

ޑҬࣚೀёаঁख़ाޑၯ࠼ύЈǶԶݮ 2.2 ဦ

wetland.Aunique“localguideonly”accesstrailwould

ၰၡ߾ёаଛЬाޑၯᏨک௲ػǶځԛǴёаൎᙅ

stimulatetheeconomyinQilouVillagewithadistinctive

ᔸӦسӈޑᕉნ௲ػ܌ǶచёҗӦᘂᏤ

waytoexperiencethewetlandbirds.

ሦऀຫޑՉၡ৩׳ёаٰჹᔸӦചᜪޑᐱᡏᡍǴ

୷ܭȠᔸӦߥݤػȡനԖёૈޑβӦճҔϩǶࣴزი

٠ߦᅅޑޗᔮวǶ!

໗ᔠӵՖᙖനεำࡋޑԾฅၗྍ҉ុճҔаᕇளߏය
ޑᔮਏǶȠᔸӦߥݤػȡࣁၲԋԜҞගٮΑᡄᒠ

attractionsoftheJiadingarea,andrecommendsthe

ਣࢎǶȠᔸӦߥݤػȡಃΜϤచύܴۓख़ाᔸӦሡा

additionofvisitorͲservingfacilitiesthatarenowlacking:

ՉϩᆅڋǶڀځᡏೕۓǴȸ୯ሞભǵ୯ৎભख़ाᔸӦǴ

especiallyaprimaryvisitorcenter/museumwithample

ନಃΟීԿಃϖීϐѦǴόள໒วࡌ܈ᑐȹٯ

parkingtoreducecongestioninthetownsandvillages;

ѦޑхࡴΑᆶᕉნ௲ػԖᜢޑ໒วځکдܴඵճҔ

overnightaccommodations,mostlyassmallbedͲandͲ

ԄǶݤਢಃѤచۓကΑܴඵճҔޑԄǺ!ܴඵճҔࡰ

breakfastsinexistinghomes;expandedprogramedvisitor

ӧᔸӦғᄊ܍ၩጄൎϣǴаঋ٠ᆽБԄ٬ҔᔸӦၗྍǴ

activitieslikeboatandbicycletours;andcontinuedsupport

ᆢ፦ϷໆܭᛙރۓᄊΠǴჹځғނၗྍǵНၗྍᆶβ

forunderlyingfishingandfarmingeconomies.

ӦϒаਔǵӦǵໆǵ܄ϐ҉ុճҔǶࣴزი໗

ౣБਢǶҁीฝϐౣΏճҔन⏍Ӧᐱޑඳᗺၗ

ᏵԜዴۓΑन⏍ᔸӦޑճҔБਢǶ୷ܭȠᔸӦߥݤػȡ

ྍǴ٠ЪࡌቚҞલЮޑਓၯ୍ܺࡼǶБਢύ

ޑᆒઓکჹܭन⏍ᔸӦޑϩǴࣴزი໗ࡌޑϩх

ձமፓሡाঁЬाޑၯ࠼୍ܺύЈ܈റނᓔǴ٠

ࡴΑа৲ӦߥࣁػЬޑਡЈߥکػағᄊਓၯ

ೕჄкޑىଶًࡼǴаှڬᜐޑҬ೯Ᏹ༞ǹ

ࣁЬޑᕉნ௲ػᆶၯᏨǶϩύΨхࡴΑғᄊൺػ

ਓၯՐஎࡼǴձࢂճҔԖՐӻᔼගٮԐᓓک

کᆅ୍ܺǶ೭ኬޑϩӧߦᔮวޑӕਔǴ

࠼҇ޑ܊எǹᘉਓၯࢲҞǴ໒วൂًکၯಭਓၯǹ

Ψёаߥғނӭኬک܄৲ӦޑғᄊфૈǶӵӕӭ

ࣁӦЍࢊޑ܄ᅕکၭᔮගٮЍǶ!

୯ሞભᔸӦٗኬǴन⏍ᔸӦӧᐕўΨډڙӚᅿቹៜԶ
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10. Page27StrategicPlanTheStrategicPlanutilizesthespecial

11. Page28BluewayPlanforBoatToursHealthymangroves,

όᘐׯᡂǶฅԶन⏍ᔸӦۑޑ܄եНՏǵᔸӦǵ

somelikely100yearsold,theharbor,andinlandwaterways

2.2 ဦၰၡޑୁٿ৲ک१ӅӕԋΑؼӳޑ৲

createauniqueopportunityforecoͲtourism.ABlueway

ӦచҹǶԶ೭ኬঁёаࣁय़ดᡴځکдചᜪ܌٬Ҕ

Planneedstobedevelopedtotakeadvantageofthemany

attractionsaccessiblebyboat.InotherareasinTaiwanand

Ӧޑໂ॥ᇮǴԶόԋन⏍ѱϣрᐒً܈Ϧً

elsewhere,boattoursareoneofthemostsoughtafter

Ҭ೯Ᏹ༞ޑǶऩ࣪ݮၰѠ 39 ጕୁٿՉၰၡׯ๓ࣗ

visitorexperiencesthatprovideadditionalincomefor

Կёа֎Їᕉ᚛Չޑၯ࠼ǶԜѦǴൂًၡጕᗋ

boatingandfishingfamilies.Jiadinghasdistinctive

ёаՍᖄन⏍ڬᜐޑਓၯඳᗺǶ࣬ᜢ୍ܺޑࡼکՐஎ

advantagesbecausetheharborwatersallowsmallboatsto

୍ܺӕኬૈߦӦБ൩Ƕ!

givevisitorsararechancetoexperiencemuchoffthelocal

13. Page30OpportunitiesforLocalEntrepreneurs,Jobsfor

cultureandecology.

LocalPeopleAlthoughmanynaturalresourcesandfacilities

НၡਓၯೕჄǶ!ݒݒӛᄪޑआᐋ݅ȐԖ٤ௗ߈Ԗԭԃޑ

existintheJiadingareatocreateaworldͲclassculturaland

ᐕўȑǵෝαǵНၰࣁғᄊਓၯගٮΑᐱޑᐒǶԵ

ecotourismeconomy,therearemultipleopportunitiesfor

ໆӭඳᗺёаၸၯಭೱௗǴӦࡐӝೕჄᔼН

localentrepreneurstodevelopuniqueexperiencesthat

ਓၯǶӧѠکШࣚځޑдӦБǴၯಭਓၯࢂനڙ

wouldenhancethecultureandenvironmentandstimulate

߆ޑਓၯԄϐǶᔼၯಭکаਂങࣁғޑৎΨ

jobcreation,especiallyjobsthatlocalpeoplecanattainand

ёаவύᕇǶन⏍Ӧวၯಭਓၯޑᐱᓬ༈ӧܭ

advance.

ෝαНၰёаٮλࠠಭଫ೯ૐǴԶࣁၯ࠼ബкϩᡏ

ӦБҾวᐒϷӧӦۚ҇൩ǶନΑᙖҗन⏍ࡽԖ

ᡍӦЎϯکғᄊޑᐱᡏᡍǶ!

ޑԾฅၗྍکࡼૈബШࣚભޑЎϯᆶғᄊਓၯᔮ

12. Page29BikeTrailsJiadingalreadyhasexcellentbiketrails

ኳԄϐѦǴӦБҾᗋԖ׳ӭϡޑᐒวਸޑᡏᡍ

thatcouldbefurtherdevelopedlocallysobikerscould

ࠠᔮǴϸ㎸ቚӧӦЎϯکԾฅՅǴ٠ࣁӦБΓബ

experiencethevillagesandcountrysidewithoutadding

൩ᐒǶ!

automobileorbuscongestioninthetowns.Improvements
alongHighway28woulddrawevenmorebikerswhodothe
Taiwanloop,anddesignatedbikeroutescouldconnect
attractionsaroundJiading.Servicesandovernight
accommodationsforbikerswouldprovidelocal
employment.
ൂًၡጕǶन⏍ςڀഢΑచҹؼӳًൂޑၡጕǶ೭٤
ၡጕёаวǴ٬ள᚛Չൂًޑၯ࠼ளаᡏᡍ
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Credits
From February 24 through March 19, 2014 graduate students in the
University of California, Berkeley, Department of Landscape Architecture
and Environmental Planning’s LA 205 studio, an advanced environmental
planning course, worked with SAVE International to launch research on
Road 1-4, proposed to run through Jiading Wetland, in the Jiading District of
Kaohsiung City, Taiwan. They researched habitat requirements for the
Black-faced Spoonbill and other species of concern found in the wetlands,
conducted a review of relevant planning and environmental policy
documents, critically evaluated the environmental impact assessments
conducted for the road, and determined the area’s potential for
ecotourism. Marcia McNally, Randy Hester, Barbara Butler, Jan Eiesland,
Kirsten Podolak, Kelly Janes, and Derek Schubert from SAVE International
worked with the students throughout – sometimes in studio, sometimes
from Taiwan via Skype. The Berkeley team; Emily Alvarez, Stephanie
Brucart, Allison Jacobson, Yang Ju, Saori Ogura, and Serin Park; along with
GSI Jen Natalie and Professor John Radke, made a significant contribution to
this research. Their work is combined with SAVE’s own research to produce
this report. In addition to Schubert, Hester, and McNally SAVE members
Fiona Cundy, Tami Church, Shanna Atherton, Jing Ma, Chia-ning Yang,
Wenling Tu, and Kinya Shiraishi conducted the on-site field work. HsiaoWen Wang, Pin Han-Kuo, and Po-Hsiu Kuo of National Cheng Kung
University’s Hydraulic and Ocean Engineering Department provided
important background data and maps. Kent Lin, Yi-Jen Shie, Kun-Hai Lin, HeTai Cheng provided invaluable input while SAVE worked in Taiwan.
SAVE (Spoonbill Action Voluntary Echo) International’s mission is to save the
endangered Black-faced Spoonbill (Platalea minor) from extinction by
protecting important habitat and cultures while promoting sustainable
development throughout the bird's migratory flyway. Founded in 1997,
SAVE International is a volunteer group of professors, students, and staff
from the University of California, Berkeley (UC Berkeley); Fukuoka
University; and National Taiwan University. SAVE campaigns against threats
to spoonbill habitat, conducts research on spoonbill habitat requirements,
raises international awareness to stop threats to habitat, promotes
alternative sustainable development, and collaborates with local groups to
develop comprehensive plans where there is Black-faced Spoonbill habitat.
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